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FOREWORD

By Professor Sir Geoff Mulgan

Growing awareness of climate change over the last few decades has coincided

with data and digital technologies playing an ever-greater role in our lives and in

the economy. 

But it has taken a surprisingly long time to mobilise digital technologies to play

their part in reducing emissions and there has been relatively surprisingly little

cross-pollination between the digital world and the world of carbon reduction. 

There are many reasons for this, including differences of outlook and methods

whether in companies or in city administrations and governments. Perhaps, too,

many assumed that digital technologies were always less energy and material

intensive than the things and processes they replaced.

Now we know that is not quite true: that server farms use extraordinary amounts

of energy, and that tasks like training a machine learning algorithm or trading

bitcoins can also have a serious impact in terms of carbon emissions.

Meanwhile, the many digital tools that could be a central part of net zero policies

are largely unused. Very little of the data needed for cutting carbon is shared

(most is owned by private companies in energy and transport); very little follows

common standards; and very little of what might be needed in the future to

accelerate the shift to a zero-carbon economy is supported by contracts,

regulation or procurement.

This report addresses these challenges head-on. It is the result of a project

conducted by MPA students at UCL STEaPP along with the UK Government’s

Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation. 
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The students have very varied backgrounds. They come from countries all over

the world and have had varied careers across government and business. Their

task was to explore the ethical dilemmas of opening up data to achieve net

zero.They explore the key technologies – including the Internet of Things, Artificial

Intelligence, Distributed Ledger Technologies - and look at some of the potential

risks.  As they show, opening up data too far and without adequate constraints

could create big problems – whether from snooping neighbours or manipulative

ex-partners.  The task for policy is to minimise these risks and ensure that people

are aware of them.

But, as they also point out, if we don’t find ways to share data we will be much less

able to manage transitions, cut emissions and to collaborate to keep soaring

energy bills under control.

The next steps in this journey may involve new institutions to guard, curate and

mobilise data and new standards.  Many countries across Europe are looking at

introducing new rules to require private companies to open up data which can

contribute to public benefit, while ensuring privacy is protected.

This report provides a fantastic overview of where we are, the perceptions of

different stakeholders, the research literature and the balance of risks and

opportunities.

The CDEI has proven an excellent partner in this work and we would like to take

this opportunity to thank them for their professionalism, their seriousness and their

openness. We look forward to seeing where they take these questions next.
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Acronyms

BEIS Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy

BSI British Standards Institution

CDDO Central Digital and Data Office

CDEI Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

DAPF Data Access and Privacy Framework

DLTs Distributed Ledger Technologies

DCMS Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport

DfT Department for Transport

EDTF Energy Data Taskforce

EV Electric Vehicle

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation

HEMS Home Energy Management System

ICO Information Commissioner’s Office

IHD In-Home Display

IoE Internet of Energy

IoT Internet of Things

MaaS Mobility-as-a-Service

Ofgem   Office of Gas and Electricity Markets

OZEV Office for Zero Emission Vehicles

PETs Privacy Enhancing Technologies

SMETS Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications

SMIP Smart Metering Implementation Programme

V2G Vehicle-To-Grid
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Glossary of Terms

Terms Definition

Consumer An individual that uses the data-driven technology examined in this research.

Demand
Response

A mechanism providing opportunities for consumers to play a significant role in
electric grid operations by reducing or shifting their electricity usage during peak
periods in response to time-based rates or other forms of financial incentives.

Digitalisation The process of incorporating digital technologies to improve business and social
opportunities.

Digitalised
Energy System

An energy system with digital technologies integrated (e.g. generation facilities,
transmission systems, and consumer electronics), making it more connected, efficient,
sustainable and smart.

Digital Twins The virtual representations of the state and behaviour of assets and systems in the
real world.

Fuel Poverty A situation where households must spend a significant percentage of their income to
ensure adequate energy services.

Interoperability The capability of various computerised devices, applications or systems to connect or
communicate with one another, without effort from consumers.

Internet of
Energy

An energy system with millions of energy-generating installations, devices and
appliances, reporting back to the Smart Grid “using the peer-to-peer or server-based
network for receiving information, running analysis, and sending commands” [1] [2].

Just Transition A Just Transition involves maximising the social and economic opportunities of
climate action, while minimising and carefully managing any challenges – including
through effective social dialogue among all groups impacted, and respect for
fundamental labour principles and rights.[3]

Net Zero The balance between greenhouse gas emissions and removal from the atmosphere[4].

Open Data Data that is accessible, usable and shared freely and openly by anyone.

Personal Data Personal data is information that relates to an identified or identifiable individual.[5]

Prosumer An individual who is both a producer and consumer of energy.

Smart Contract Self-executing contract, carried out as code running on a blockchain when certain
circumstances are met.

Smart Grid An interacting, dynamic real-time electrical power grid, which allows for two-way
communication between the utility and its customers.

Smart Home A residence equipped with internet-connected devices to provide remote control and
monitoring of appliances and systems.
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Harnessing, sharing and analysing data about individual and household energy
patterns present opportunities to facilitate behavioural nudges to optimise energy
consumption, reduce carbon emissions and further Net Zero objectives.

Consumers could be exposed to significant risks as a result. Not only might these
prove counterproductive to realising these opportunities, they also might create
privacy, safety and security vulnerabilities for consumers, thus reducing public trust.

Exploring optimal policy pathways to maximise the value of consumers’ data while
mitigating such risks is thus a key challenge as the UK strengthens its position as a
global leader in addressing climate change.
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Executive Summary

This report is developed as part of the collaboration between the Centre for Data Ethics
and Innovation (CDEI) and the team from UCL STEaPP's Master of Public Administration
programme. This primer is envisaged to catalyse conversations, within and beyond the
UK government, on the way forward to increase the adoption of consumer-facing
technologies and strengthen public trust while ensuring positive trajectories towards the
country’s Net Zero objectives.

Given the UK’s ambition to demonstrate climate leadership and establish itself as a
world-leading data-driven economy, data-driven insights derived from individual
consumer data are key in enabling the UK to achieve Net Zero by 2050. Recognising this,
the report investigates the following research question:

How might stakeholders address ethical risks for consumers in
harnessing data and data-driven technologies to achieve the

UK’s Net Zero objectives?

The release of this report in September 2022 is especially timely, with the UK’s inflation
rising to a 40-year high of 10.1%. Therefore, an investigation of the benefits accrued to
consumers, and subsequent potential data ethics risks are particularly relevant and
valuable.
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Mixed-Methods Approach

This report has harnessed insights from secondary data review as well as qualitative and
quantitative data collection.
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Potential Interventions

The following were developed based on the findings and subsequent scoping,
considering the CDEI’s mandate:

Pillar 1 |
People and Culture:
The CDEI as a knowledge
broker, embedding data
ethics considerations
across Net Zero
interventions (e.g.
deepening partnerships
with Ofgem, ICO and
Citizens Advice to tailor
public engagement
approaches in specific
programmes).

Pillar 2 |
Governance:
The CDEI as a government
expert body for
trustworthy data
governance in the
ecosystem (e.g. developing
cross-sectoral data ethics
principles for consistent
adoption across Net Zero).

Pillar 3 |
Technology:
The CDEI as an ecosystem
enabler for responsible
use of data-driven
technology to foster
innovation (e.g. enabling
adoption of Privacy
Enhancing Technologies
(PETs)).

Next Steps

This is an endeavour which requires collaborative multistakeholder efforts to fully realise
desired outcomes, both in the short and long run. While the volume of considerations
and potential interventions laid out may seem overwhelming, the insights and findings
from this report are meant to catalyse further efforts to responsibly govern the data
ethics and Net Zero ecosystem.
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Key Insights

● Addressing consumers’ knowledge gaps is a precursor to successful
policy implementation. The benefits of data-driven technologies for Net
Zero have been well-researched, but not fully realised or effectively
communicated to consumers.

● Degrees of stringency differ across policy frameworks concerning
data-driven technologies, contributing to challenges in navigating the
regulatory patchwork to use data for Net Zero purposes.

● Consumer engagement is recognised as critical but requires a highly
complex set of mechanisms to be achieved among groups with different
values and motivations.

● Addressing ethical risks and building a trustworthy ecosystem from the
outset is key to realising its full potential in supporting a sustainable and
just transition to Net Zero.

● The narrative around data and data-driven technologies currently
focuses on mitigating risks and harms rather than on promoting
responsible practice for data management and governance.

● Ethical risks identified in the use of data and data-driven technologies are
not exclusive to the Net Zero context but deserve additional caution
given the scale of deployment.

● The multiplicity of observed trade-offs demonstrates that conflicting
stakeholders’ priorities might be hurdles in using data and data-driven
technologies to achieve Net Zero.

● Appropriate data regulation and criminal laws need to work in tandem
to address different risks (e.g. criminal law to address internal
household privacy, data regulation to external actors).



1
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1 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FRAME

The United Kingdom (UK) is the first major economy in the world to commit by law to
reach Net Zero by 2050[6]. The National Net Zero Strategy: Build Back Greener [7],
published by the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) in 2021,
builds on the Ten Point Plan[8] to include strategic pathways and key policies to reduce
emissions across the economy and support a sustainable and just transition.
Concurrently, the National Data Strategy, 2020[9] aims to cement the UK's position as a
world-leading data-driven economy by boosting the use of data across businesses,
government, civil society and individuals to drive innovation and economic growth. Both
these strategies point towards widespread adoption of data and data-driven
technologies in foundational sectors such as energy while keeping consumers and
public trust at the heart of these transitions.

The digitalisation of the energy sector can accelerate the decarbonisation and
decentralisation of the UK’s energy ecosystem. Access to consumer data is a key enabler
in this regard, and is also expected to unlock opportunities for economic growth.
However, unchecked digitalisation risks consumer exploitation and therefore warrants
investigation around its ethical use. While there have been substantial efforts – in terms
of implementation programmes and policy adoption on Net Zero and data ethics, their
intersection remains relatively novel and fragmented. There is an existing knowledge gap
in examining the ethical risks of digitalisation while recognising competing benefits and
opportunities. Balancing the essential need for data and its use to achieve Net Zero while
ensuring consumer welfare and protection is a delicate act, but is critical to building
public trust and enabling a thriving digital economy.

Acknowledging the vast scope of this subject area, this report seeks to achieve the
following objectives:

1. Conduct landscape scanning on benefits and ethical risks in data governance
with a view to achieve UK’s Net Zero targets by 2050.

2. Synergise past, ongoing, and emerging UK policy programmes on data ethics
and Net Zero to facilitate knowledge sharing, and

3. Harness data and research insights in the delivery of policy recommendations
to address identified ethical risks

This project is in partnership with the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (CDEI), a
government expert body under the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) established to enable the trustworthy use of data and AI. This report and its key
takeaways do not aim to provide any final answers. Rather, they are meant to be a
starting point and a catalyst for further research by the CDEI, its partner organisations
and other key stakeholders.
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The following question (and sub-questions) were developed to guide the scope of this
research:

How might stakeholders address ethical risks for consumers in
harnessing data and data-driven technologies to achieve the

UK’s Net Zero objectives?

Methodology

Six research and analytical methods were adopted to address the research questions:

Figure 1: Interrelationship between Research Methods and Outputs
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PURPOSE APPROACH

Rapid Evidence
Assessment (REA)

To glean insights pertaining to respective research sub-questions by
systematically reviewing existing peer-reviewed academic and grey
literature in a shorter period of time, as opposed to other time-consuming
evidence review methods.

First, research protocols were developed for both academic and grey literature, in
alignment with research sub-questions. Second, gathered studies were filtered
based on the predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Next, qualitative data
coding was performed during full-text review[10]. Finally, shortlisted literature
(including additional resources following snowball searches) were reviewed, from
where insights for respective research sub-questions were distilled.

Stakeholder
Mapping

To broadly outline the key actors in the UK energy and data ethics
ecosystem, their corresponding data needs and potential considerations.

First, stakeholders were identified based on the REA findings and inputs from the
CDEI. Next, synergies between potential policy directions and stakeholders’
ongoing work (where relevant) were identified.

Morphological
Analysis

Leveraging key findings from the REA, scenarios were developed through
morphological analysis to help the authors gain a deeper understanding of
trade-offs between benefits and ethical risks in the net zero context, under
conditions of uncertainties and complexity.

First, discrete factors across parameters were laid out. Parameters here refer to
the key data-driven technologies, benefits and data ethics risks. Next, plausible
scenarios were developed by drawing appropriate linkages across parameters for
further appraisal.

Vignettes To capture and illustrate nuanced consumer experiences and highlight key
areas of vulnerabilities and opportunities. This seeks to aid readers in
gaining a better appreciation of the complexity of the Net Zero ecosystem.
They were further used during expert interviews to set contexts and
stimulate provocative discussions.

First, the consumer experience was narrated to identify consumer characteristics,
and describe anticipated benefits and touchpoints associated with the use of
data-driven technologies. Next, a layman's explanation was provided within the
“under the hood” segment on the technical aspects of the ecosystem, with
potential risks highlighted.

Expert Interviews To supplement the authors’ desk research by validating existing findings
and uncovering gaps that may warrant further investigation. The interviews
were primarily used for the Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA).

First, the interview structure and preliminary coding scheme were developed.
Second, interviews with identified experts were conducted (in-person or online).
Third, interview transcripts were qualitatively coded per the pre-established
coding scheme. The process was conducted in accordance with SLERC’s approval
requirements.

Multi-Criteria
Analysis

To capture competing considerations and priorities of different stakeholder
groups (i.e. policy direction, benefits and ethical risks) for analysis, and
validate initial findings by triangulating evidence beyond desk-based
research.

First, a project-specific MCA process was developed by adapting the research
methods from University of Sussex[11], and London School of Economics and
Political Science[12]. Next, as part of the interviews, interviewees were presented
the Vignettes for context setting before being guided through the prioritisation of
policy directions, as well as benefits and risks.

Details of REA Protocols in Appendix 1, Details of the interview, MCA and coding process in Appendices 4 through 8.
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As part of landscape scanning, a Rapid Evidence 
Assessment was conducted to glean initial insights on 

the 3 research sub-questions and identify the 
stakeholder context within the UK Net Zero Ecosystem
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3. ANALYSIS

3.1  Data Ethics in the Net Zero Context

Energy Digitalisation
Current Net Zero legislation in the UK seeks to balance sustainability, reliability, and
affordability and do so through a just transition where vulnerable consumers are
protected, resources are equitably distributed and citizens are able to proactively
engage in energy governance[13]. Digitalisation has been regarded as an effective engine
in this regard[14] to help deliver affordable, accessible and dependable energy solutions
that match rising needs coming from population growth and widespread electrification[15].
According to the Royal Society, digital technologies can be instrumental in helping the
UK fulfill over a “third of the 50% carbon emissions reductions it needs in the next ten
years” to reach Net Zero[16].

The Energy Digitalisation Strategy published in 2021 is an instrumental document that
guides the acceleration of decarbonisation and business innovation through sector-wide
adoption of data-driven technologies[17]. Digitalisation presents significant opportunities
for consumers to actively engage with the energy system in unprecedented ways[15], and
is especially timely considering rising energy prices and costs of living. While such
benefits are projected to be worth over £40 billion[15], consumer trust is essential for their
realisation. Data ethics is, therefore, a critical consideration in meeting Net Zero
objectives, while ensuring consumer welfare and protection.

Data Ethics
An enormous amount of data is
continuously being generated across
sectors in the Net Zero ecosystem. While
not a risk in itself, it is the type of data
generated (i.e. from systems or consumers)
and how it may be collected, processed and
shared that requires critical examination
through an ethical lens, to ensure consumer welfare. This forms the basis for data ethics
in the Net Zero discourse.

Data Ethics is defined differently by a diversity of
stakeholders and is usually context-driven. This
research project does not adopt any single
definition of data ethics, instead, simply
recognising that ethical data practices - its
collection, sharing and use - put individuals at
the front and centre in order to minimise harms

and risks, where unethical uses of data bear the potential to detrimentally impact
individuals and society.
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Stakeholder Context
In the UK, a multitude of stakeholders in the public sector have responsibilities to
promote data ethics and legislate for data protection, privacy and cybersecurity. At the
national level, the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) is in charge of
leading support for digital innovation and in promoting the National Data Strategy. It
sponsors the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) which carries out regulatory duties
of data governance and enforces the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA), the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other key regulations. The Central Digital and Data
Office (CDDO) also provides a Data Ethics Framework[18] to guide stakeholders towards
responsible data innovation.

The National Cyber Security Strategy and Network and Information Systems (NIS)
Regulations[19] work to boost security for the provision of essential services and digital
services and “ensure that the UK remains confident, capable and resilient in this
fast-moving digital world[20]. Other important entities include the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) which leads economy-wise
transformation, and the British Standards Institute (BSI) whose established standards on
security and data governance help govern key data-driven products and services.
Specific to the energy sector, the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) has the
responsibility to ensure energy and energy-related data is used effectively for
consumers’ benefit and public interest[21], which is enforced through best practice
guidelines[21] on energy data. Ofgem also helps facilitate data-driven innovation in the
energy sector through its sandbox service[22]. A more detailed list of key stakeholders can
be found in Appendix 2.

Apart from policymaking, regulation and standard-setting, there are many organisations
advising and advocating for responsible innovation and data governance in the UK,
including the Royal Society, Open Data Institute and Alan Turing Institute, to name a few.
This report considers the roles and impacts of four broad stakeholder groups for its
analysis, as seen below.

Table 1. Data usage in the stakeholder ecosystem

Sector Need for data Example prominent entities

Government Using data-driven insights to make
informed decisions; to better allocate
resources; to predict public risks; to
reduce operating costs and to meet
changing demands of the public

DCMS; ICO; BEIS; the CDEI;
Ofgem; Innovate UK

Academia Using data to learn more about how
energy is used and facilitate
advanced research; to fill in
knowledge gaps; to guide
government’s decision making; to

The Royal Society; Smart
Energy Research Lab (SERL);
Energy Catapult; UCL Energy
Institute;
Energy Futures Lab
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better benefit future generations

Industry Using data to lower energy usage
and enhance performance; to
streamline distribution processes; to
forecast energy prices; to manage
data-driven supply chains; to improve
oversight and to enhance consumer
satisfaction

Citizens Advice; Smart Data
Communications Company
(DCC); Octopus Energy;
National Grid; Mobility
Platforms and
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS)
providers

Civil Society Using data to contextualise energy
usage with understanding social
disparities; to encourage participation
of individuals and groups in informal
politics and civil society, including
organising demonstrations and
events; fundraising; informing groups
through social media

Ada Lovelace Institute;
Alan Turing Institute;
The Association for
Decentralised Energy;
Sustainability First; Open Data
Institute; Tech UK; Nesta

With the driving force and wide support from the stakeholder ecosystem, digitalisation is
advancing across sectors. The following section presents an overview of key
technologies in the energy sector.

3.2 Underlying Technologies
The UK’s Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (POST) has identified three key
underlying technologies – Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and Distributed
Ledger Technologies, as pivotal to the transition towards Net Zero with the potential to
‘significantly change the way the energy system operates’ [23].

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
AI refers to the ability of machines to make decisions using information[24], thereby
performing tasks where human intelligence was traditionally required. A
PricewaterhouseCoopers’ report estimated that by 2030[25], embedding AI within the
energy industry could drive up global GDP by 4.4% (approximately £3.82 trillion) and
reduce global carbon emissions by 4%.

Illustrative Applications:
● Consumer level: AI can empower consumers and prosumers towards demand-side

flexible markets via dynamic pricing prediction (e.g. adjusting AI-enabled consumer
IoT devices and smart meters)[26] and vehicle-to-grid solutions[27].

● Community and Industrial level: AI can help enable overall energy efficiency[28], spur
business innovation[29], and reduce energy companies’ costs via the optimisation of
machineries.

Internet of Things (IoT)
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IoT refers to a universe of products and services that are connected to, and are able to
communicate with each other over the Internet[30][31][32]. It is increasingly pervasive with
nations striving towards Smart Cities - generating large quantities of data generated by
the connected products, thus providing new insights for individuals, businesses and
governments[30].

Illustrative Applications:
● Consumer level: IoT devices possess the ability to communicate energy-related

information with each other[31] enabled by sensors (e.g. collection of temperature and
humidity about the environment), actuators (e.g. responding by disengaging a
switch), and network connectivity[23]. In turn, these features empower consumers in
distributed decision-making through new intelligent in-home devices (e.g. Home
Energy Management Systems[33], Google Nest Thermostat, Amazon’s Alexa)[23] and
also enable sustainable urban travel through electric mobility and
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) applications.

● Community and Industrial Level: Embedding IoT functionalities in the energy sector
enables the “Internet of Energy” (“IoE”) and the smart grid by leveraging two-way
communication and the use of Big Data arising from the data-driven technologies[29]. The
UK’s National Digital Twin Program demonstrating data-sharing among telecom
operator BT, Anglican Water and UK Power Networks to improve climate resilience is
an example of IoT enablement[23]. Further, IoT enables the use of Digital Twins
through sensors with energy efficiency in mind (e.g. Fuelled by 5G, IoT also has the
potential to power smart traffic solutions (e.g. 5G-enabled connected vehicles) [32].

Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs)
DLTs can be defined as “digital records systems that allow multiple identical copies of a
record” to be stored across different devices in a network[23][34]. DLTs facilitate transparent
interactions between users without centralised monitoring and control. The impetus to
decentralise the energy sector has led to heightened interest in adopting DLTs.
Particularly useful in the rapidly digitalising energy sector, it is this peer-to-peer
characteristic that sets DLTs apart from conventional AI and IoT technologies.

Illustrative Applications:
● Consumer level: DLTs can help enable decentralised solutions such as direct energy

trading and microgrids[24], enhance security in existing energy appliances and
automate billing and demand-response mechanisms.

● Community and Industrial Level: DLTs can enable the creation of local energy
communities, which is key to achieving mass-scale prosumerism. They can also be
used to facilitate carbon markets through offsetting mechanisms like Green and
Emission certificates.

While in a state of infancy, present DLT applications in the energy sector are primarily
conducted through blockchain, which sequentially records interactions in a database
accessible to all users[35]. This database cannot be altered (i.e. it is immutable) and
interactions can only be recorded once verified by all participants. Blockchain
applications in the consumer energy context can be seen in Section 3.3.5.
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3.3 Key Data-driven Technologies
Through the REA, five key data-driven technologies were identified and prioritised,
amongst others, for the extent of their current and planned deployment, as well as
evidenced and expected impacts in moving the UK towards Net Zero. They are
Consumer IoT devices, Smart Meters, Electric Mobility, Mobility-as-a-Service, and
Blockchain.

This section critically analyses these technologies, their benefits and potential risks. In
doing so, the paper also identifies key gaps that might be impeding their benefits or
amplifying their associated risks.

Figure 2: Four Key Benefits Figure 3: Four Key Data Ethics Risks1

Furthermore, the analysis of benefits, risks and gaps of each technology is exemplified
through evidence-based vignettes developed via morphological analysis (Appendix 3).
These vignettes depict scenarios of what could plausibly happen and do not forecast the
future.

1 These fundamentals are adopted from the CDEI’s Model for Responsible Innovation. While not explicitly examined, it
should be acknowledged that the other four ethics fundamentals outlined in the Model: Human-Centred Value, Fairness,
Transparency and Societal Well-Being are important and are considered throughout the analysis. The authors chose the
four key fundamentals above to narrow the focus of the research and expert interviews.
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3.3.1 Consumer IoT
Consumer IoT (CIoT) lies within the larger IoT ecosystem and are “network-connected or
connectable devices that are usually available for the consumer to purchase in retail
environments”[39]. They can be classified into 1) Personal IoT (which includes wearables
and voice assistant devices) and 2) Home IoT devices (such as smart entertainment,
home security, EV home charging, and energy management systems). For many
consumers, the adoption of these devices to meet a variety of needs effectively help turn
their homes into “smart homes”[29]. Data gathered through these devices can help control
heating, cooling[40], lighting, entertainment and security, with some fed into smart
metering systems [Section 3.3.2], allowing for optimised energy management at scale.

Figure 4: Examples of Consumer IoT Devices

Adapted from REPLY[41]

BENEFITS

Consumer Empowerment
CIoT devices can help consumers adopt low-carbon tech innovations by accessing
digital services instead of physical goods[42]. These innovations are interspersed with
each other but mainly fall into four domains: mobility, food, homes, and energy with high
prospects of contributing to carbon emission reductions. For example, Google’s Nest
Thermostat monitors energy usage and provides feedback to its users on their energy
consumption patterns. It enables distributed decision-making through features like “auto
away” and “heat pump balance”[43], which optimises home temperature settings. In the
energy sector, these intelligent devices have resulted in the increasing involvement of
consumers in managing their own power consumption[40].

Cost Reduction
CIoTs improve the economics of energy through efficient demand forecasting. By
enabling Home Energy Management Systems (HEMS)[33] households can get savings
recommendations and automate processes to control energy consumption. This can
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reduce cost while maintaining a desired level of comfort. For example, one study
suggests that using a Global Positioning System (GPS)-enabled thermostat might lead to
energy savings of as much as 7% for households that do not regularly use the
temperature setback available in manual and programmable thermostats[44].

Figure 5: Increasing Energy Bills in the UK | Source: Bloomberg

UK Households Get Fresh Warning of Energy Bills Topping £4,000 [142]

“Bills in Britain are set to soar
to record levels this winter.”
Households are struggling to
pay amid cost-of-living crisis”

Energy Efficiency
Data generated and collected by CIoT devices is richer, more diverse and granular and
can be used to promote energy efficiency in various ways, helping reduce carbon
emissions[45]. Specific grid-level data collected through IoT devices like smart meters can
be used to improve grid reliability and optimise energy efficiency[44][45]. Occupants are
provided with information on their energy use behaviours through devices such as smart
lights and smart thermostats that help reduce energy usage[46][47], and make their homes
more energy-efficient over time. The potential of CIoTs in this context is promising, with a
recent report suggesting that its increased adoption by 2030 will save more than eight
times the energy such applications consume[48].

Business Innovation
CIoT data helps derive valuable consumer insights for the energy industry to accelerate
digitalisation and unlock demand-side benefits[49]. This is done by offering consumers
tailored services and enabling innovative business models for prosumerism[50]. IoT
devices in consumers’ homes[51], when coupled with their social media data, can provide
rich and granular data across multiple aspects of consumer behaviour. These could be
used to bring further insights into facilitating much-needed scaled behavioural shifts
towards climate action. Research has also shown that CIoTs contribute to other social
benefits such as support for local economies (digital food hubs), relational networks
(ride-sharing) and social capital (food sharing apps)[42].
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CONCERNS AND RISKS

In spite of the benefits CIoT brings to move consumers towards Net Zero objectives, the
risks related to connected devices cannot be disregarded. While these risks are not new
nor unique[52], their impact may be exacerbated by bad actors in the ever-evolving IoT
ecosystem. Broadly, these may lead to increased privacy, safety and security concerns[53],
harming individual autonomy at home[54].

Owing to multiple attack surfaces, CIoT devices may be susceptible to cyber
vulnerabilities by malicious actors at the device, network and cloud-levels[55]. Indeed,
such harms have been witnessed before, notably during the Mirai Botnet attacks of
2016[56]. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks like these can deny the user access
to controlling their devices and can result in data losses and privacy infringements. Given
their interconnected and diverse nature, security concerns in the CIoT context are
complex and multi-layered, as heterogeneity between differently manufactured devices
with varying security standards and protocols may increase the connected smart home’s
vulnerability to cyberattacks[57]. Multiple devices also create a “complex and confusing
landscape” of privacy policies for consumers to navigate[58].

Smart Home CIoTs collect a wide variety of
innocuous data such as household
temperature levels, appliance usage details
and runtimes. Such data, when combined
with other data streams of non-personal
information may help identify user
characteristics (such as their income levels)
which may be wrongfully accessed by data
brokers for unsolicited targeted marketing[58]

[59]. Smart Home devices are also able to detect and locate their users’ movements and
use this information to personalise services. Known as context-awareness[57], this may
lead to privacy and safety concerns with such devices being able to track user activities
without informed consent. Within residents of the same home, this functionality also risks
being misused by bad actors in cases of tech-facilitated abuse[60], wherein device
settings (such as lighting, heating and cooling) can be remotely adjusted or a victim’s
activities can be remotely monitored, causing them physical and emotional distress.

As CIoT Devices are driven by machine-learning algorithms, data generated by them
could possibly be processed and used in a number of unknown ways. Given this
potential black-box characteristic of CIoTs[58], obtaining informed consent from users for
explicit purposes of data collection becomes highly challenging. Further, CIoTs collect
information about the whole home, regardless of the user’s age. This may lead to the
aggregation of adult and child data streams – whose privacy and safety implications are
currently not well known[61]. Currently, the ICO’s age-appropriate design code does not
seem to address this issue[62].
REGULATORY CONTEXT & GAPS
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As the benefits and risks for CIoTs evolve, their policy context will also require constant
evaluation and adaptation. Cognisant of increasing security risks in such devices[63], the
UK published a Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security in 2018 which was followed
by the European Telecommunications Institute (ETSI) publishing the first globally
applicable standard on the same[64][65]. As these weren’t legally binding, the UK
Government recently introduced the Product Security and Telecommunications
Infrastructure Bill (PSTI) which aims to protect consumers against the harms manifested
through connected consumer products[66]. However, the PTSI in its current iteration
excludes smart meters, automated vehicles and smart charge points for automotive
vehicles. Acknowledging this, and the fact that risks will continue to proliferate in the
rapidly evolving IoT ecosystem, academics have advocated for the broadening of the
PSTI’s scope to cover new devices or capabilities of devices that are not yet on the
market[67].

The BSI has published two standards (PAS 1878 [68] and 1879[69]) setting minimum
architecture, interoperability, security and privacy requirements for energy IoT appliances
like CIoTs. However, as these are non-binding in nature, there currently exists no uniform
standard of practice for such devices. Not only does this aggravate privacy and security
concerns, it also hinders data sharing. Further, with the Right to Data Portability under the
GDPR (the ability of individuals to transfer their data from one service to another)
currently not exercisable in IoT devices, long-term benefits associated with such devices
remain largely unrealised[70].
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3.3.2 Smart Meters
Comprising over half of the total installed metering systems across Great Britain[71], smart
meters are IoT devices that measure household energy consumption in real-time and
make such data available to residents and utility providers at periodic intervals[58][72].
Through establishing a wireless Home Area Network (HAN) with connected smart home
devices [Section 3.3.1], smart meters are gateways between the connected home and the
outside world. The rich interactions of data between consumers and energy suppliers
serve as the bedrock for decarbonising energy systems[29].

BENEFITS

Consumer Empowerment
The bidirectional real-time flow of smart metering data offers benefits to all participants
in the energy value chain[29][73]. For consumers, this data is communicated to them
through web In-Home Displays (IHDs)[74], Consumer Access Devices (CADs) and mobile
apps providing them with visibility into their energy behaviours. Such local feedback
mechanisms improve a consumer’s awareness of their energy consumption patterns and
provide opportunities to adopt energy-efficient behaviours - such as consuming less
energy when prices are higher[75][76]. High-resolution smart metering data can also help in
the early detection of electricity theft and tampering, reducing instances of fraud[74].

Access to smart metering data also bears the potential to mitigate fuel poverty by
helping to identify vulnerable at-risk households/ communities (for example, by linking
household/neighbourhood energy consumption trends with Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs))[77][78]. Upon identification, the needs of these households can be
addressed through energy subsidies and renewable retrofitting programmes[15].

Cost Reduction
Smart meters enable remote feedback mechanisms (wherein user data is shared with
utility providers) which help energy suppliers provide Time-of-Use (ToU) and other
dynamic tariff schemes[72][75]. These offer energy prices depending on its demand at
different times of the day, enabling consumers to tailor their consumption to cost
considerations, potentially reducing electricity bills[79].

Energy Efficiency
At the national level, aggregated smart metering data can be used to understand
national energy consumption patterns and enable the creation of digital twins such as
the National Grid’s Virtual Energy System to guide evidence-based policymaking[58]. Such
applications bear the potential to flatten personal, local or national energy usage profiles
– catalysing societal transition to a cost-effective and low carbon energy system[80]. In
addition, smart meters are increasingly seen as integral pillars in supporting
decentralised energy production and promoting prosumerism by connecting distributed
energy sources (such as solar photovoltaic (PV) installations[31][81], battery storage through
electric vehicles[29], small-scale heat[82], wind, hydro solutions) with the larger grid at lower
cost[83].
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Grid and Infrastructural Benefits
Currently, access to metering data helps utility providers and electricity suppliers
maintain the stability and reliability of electricity grids through load forecasting and
balancing[84], fault detection[85], and demand response management[79]. It also helps drive
long-term sustainability of the distributed renewables ecosystem[86]. Smart metering data
is also seen as a driver of innovation in the consumer energy sector, with third-party
entities (like energy suppliers) using it to provide innovative tariff schemes and switching
abilities, in addition to other Energy-as-a-Service facilities. Lastly, access to metering
data may be of significance beyond the energy sector, with it increasingly being used in
conjunction with other smart data initiatives to deliver multi-sector innovation[86]. For
instance, the use of smart meter data to monitor activities inside assisted living facilities
could provide health care practitioners with early warnings in the event that someone
has been incapacitated by a fall[58].

REGULATORY CONTEXT

Acknowledging the crucial role smart meters play in facilitating the UK's transition to a
more decentralised, cost-effective and decarbonised electricity network, BEIS instituted
the Smart Metering Implementation Program (SMIP) in 2012. It is unique in its offer of
installing free IHDs to promote local feedback[58] and the mandate of voluntary
installation of smart meters, unlike other countries such as the Netherlands, which
previously prescribed mandatory installation until public outcry over privacy concerns in
2009[58].

The SMIP introduces the Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications (SMETS-1)
which outlines minimum standards on security, data sharing and other technical aspects
of the device[87]; which was recently updated to SMETS-2 to integrate end-to-end
encryption, tamper-proofing mechanisms and enhance interoperability across suppliers.
The SMIP seeks to cultivate consumer confidence[88], seen through Smart Energy GB’s
programmes on consumer awareness and education. It further focuses on providing
clarity on its data governance regime through the Data Access and Privacy Framework
(DAPF)[89], which establishes the inclusion criteria for entities accessing smart metering
data. As smart metering data is considered personally identifiable information, all
involved entities must comply with the GDPR.

The SMIP also institutes the Smart Data Communication Company (Smart DCC), a
licensed monopoly and central entity to provide data sharing and communication
infrastructure between smart meters, suppliers, Distributed Network Operators (DNOs),
law enforcement and other authorised organisations[90]. For entities to be authorised by
DCC, they have to be compliant with the Smart Energy Code, which prescribes
obligations for organisations involved in the “end-to-end management of smart metering
in Great Britain”[90]. Despite being a well-regulated ecosystem, there remain concerns
around smart metering data that the current ecosystem does not seem to address.

CONCERNS, RISKS & GAPS
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The principal concern around smart metering data is its potential to help infer individual
activities and behaviours that occur within residences[75]. While not a risk in itself,
analysing the context in which such data could be used to cause intentional or
unintentional harm is important. In this regard, McKenna et al. make the important
distinction between the “internal” privacy of individuals from each other at home[75], and
the “external” privacy of the home from the world. Smart metering data can have
different implications in these contexts.

Smart meters capture aggregated home energy consumption data. However, literature
shows how the application of Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) techniques can help
detect, identify, categorise and estimate the energy consumption of appliances (from
household and heating/cooling devices to connected vehicles) with great accuracy[72] [76].
While such techniques have proven to be useful in nudging residents to reduce
consumption of specific appliances[76], they can also be used to infer household
characteristics like a house’s size, its location, usage patterns of different appliances as
well as occupancy and sleep behaviours[59][79]. In some instances, this information may
even be used by bad actors to commit robbery[59]. Within the household, access to such
information could be misused to surveil, monitor, and perpetuate domestic abuse[75][80].
Such concerns may stem from the fact that only the bill payer’s (and therefore, not of the
other cohabitants’) explicit consent is required in the current smart metering regime[75].

The degree of resolution (i.e. the frequency) of smart data may have different implications
on consumer privacy and protection. Smart meters may store information beyond
household characteristics – such as an individual’s financial, debt and payment records[58].
Depending on the resolution of data collected, these can be used to infer specific
demographic information such as home ownership, household income, age,
employment and marital statuses, medical behaviours, TV channel preferences and
even the presence of children and pets[58]. When combined with other sources such as
GPS data[91], IoT metadata[59], social media and public datasets such as the National
Censuses[91], highly granular consumer profiles can be generated, and potentially reveal
sensitive information such as an individual’s religious beliefs and political views[72][92].
Access to such information may lead to discriminatory pricing, unsolicited customer
segmentation for targeted marketing and be even used as real-time mass surveillance
tools by law enforcement[59]. Further, Standards published by BSI for smart energy
appliances and other GDPR-compliant requirements for CADs are also not included in
the DAPF[23][58][93]. This results in highly granular CAD-generated data circumventing the
regulated smart meter ecosystem, increasing risks for the unaware consumer[24].

Figure 6: Spying via home-automation systems | Source: The Times

Husband uses smart-home device to spy on wife[143]
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“The couple had installed the tablet as part of a home-automation system at their house
in Hale, Greater Manchester, to control lighting, central heating and the alarm system
remotely.”

Various regulatory interventions seek to mitigate risks from assessing high-resolution
data to varying degrees of success. The Smart Meter Data Guide provides consumers
with options on data sharing, empowering them to choose from monthly, daily and
half-hourly meter reading settings[94]. However, a 2019 survey by Citizens Advice shows
that a large section of consumers (37%) are not clear on these options[95]. While the Smart
Energy Code mandates all parties to obtain explicit consent from consumers, awareness
on how such data might be used remains low[95].

Smart metering data collected on a half-hourly basis also finds a popular use-case in
enabling settlement schemes, wherein suppliers (DNOs) procure wholesale electricity
from generators. Acknowledging this benefit, Ofgem notified the Market-wide
Half-Hourly Settlement (MHHS) scheme[96] in 2021, Currently, all six DNOs can access
half-hourly meter data by default under the Market-wide Half-Hourly Settlement (MHHS)
scheme in 2021[96], and are subjected to Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA)
approved by Ofgem[88]. Additionally, consumers are provided with an opt-out facility for
daily data sharing. In spite of these protective measures, the Citizens Advice survey finds
as many as 43% of respondents feeling uncomfortable with sharing such data[58][95].

There are different levels of trust; while consumers are seen to be comfortable with
bodies like Ofgem and DCC using smart meter data for market operations and cost
reduction, trust reduces when suppliers and third parties are considered[97]. As Citizens
Advice notes, this may be due to increasing consumer scepticism and discomfort with
data being used for marketing[95][98].

The presence of multiple attack surfaces in smart metering systems may expose
consumers to malicious actors who through eavesdropping[85], Denial of Service and
Man-In-the-Middle attacks can access and manipulate sensitive data such as financial
information, household occupancy and energy consumption. As seen in the FBI’s 2009
investigation on smart metering data in Puerto Rico, manipulation of such data could in
turn be used to carry out identity and power thefts[85]. SMETS-2 specifications help
mitigate this risk in the UK by prescribing encryption and data access standards, but the
increasing threat of cyberattacks on the energy sector implies that these measures in
themselves do not guarantee privacy and security[99].

As Privacy International notes, such harms and risks may amplify when experienced by
minorities, vulnerable or potentially vulnerable people[100]. Owing to gaps in awareness
across socio-economic lines, the potential benefits of smart metering may also be
undermined; with vulnerable consumers less likely to act on billing and other
demand-response mechanisms[101]. While Ofgem and BEIS have put in significant
research and investment efforts to support vulnerable communities, concerns remain[16].
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For instance, energy data psychographics could be capable of targeting poorer
consumers by preventing them from switching suppliers, thereby perpetuating
anti-competitive behaviour[15]. Metering data could be misused by adtech companies to
manipulate, discriminate and lock users out of the market, exacerbating existing
inequalities[51]. In instances of data theft[85], users may not possess agency over their data,
which could be leveraged by data brokers to sell their personal information to a wide
variety of buyers from advertising companies, other third parties to even political
actors[23].

The ICO has historically expressed concerns on how certain provisions of the DAPF (most
notably on access to half-hourly data under the MHHS) conflict with GDPR principles on
consent and data minimisation[102]. Evidence suggests that the current framework fails to
adequately provide consumers with proactive and preventative redressal measures on
consent, transparency and purpose limitation[58][79]. Privacy-preserving techniques such as
pseudonymisation have been considered by Ofgem and BEIS as potential remedial
measures[58][96], but risks of reidentification, complexities in implementation and gaps in
the existing regulatory framework make operationalizing these difficult.
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Vignette 1: Behavioural Inferences from Smart Home devices by partner and
neighbours | Data Ethics in the Internal Privacy context
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Vignette 2:  Tech-Facilitated Profiling | Data Ethics in the External Privacy context
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3.3.3 Electric Mobility

The National Net Zero Strategy outlines several key commitments to decarbonise the
transportation sector, which includes accelerating vehicle electrification and establishing
a reliable and accessible network of charging infrastructure. The UK is estimated to have
almost 11 million electric vehicles by 2030, and by 2040, all new cars and vans are
expected to be zero emission[103][104]. To support this transition, the Department of
Transport and BEIS have established the Office for Zero Emission Vehicles (OZEV), with a
£900m investment mandate. This is expected to be accompanied by the scaled adoption
of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) technologies which would enable energy generated by Battery
Electric Vehicles (BEVs) to be pushed back to the electricity grid. This form of distributed
energy storage and generation is seen to be a key component of a clean energy system,
providing substantial climate benefits[81].

BENEFITS

Consumer Empowerment and Cost Reduction
Smart charging capabilities enable demand response mechanisms by managing
charging activities based on dynamic signals such as energy prices, system capacity,
battery status and a customer’s unique needs. Through Time-of-Use tariffs, smart
charging arms consumers with the information to choose when to consume energy. This
provides significant economic benefits to consumers by reducing the overall ownership
cost of electric vehicles over time[105]. V2G technologies drive prosumerism by allowing
EV owners to sell electricity to the grid during peak demand periods. Such activities help
them secure additional revenue and further reduce costs. A pilot study by the OZEV and
BEIS showed that consumers could earn as much as £725 a year by keeping their EVs
plugged in when they are not in use[104]. EVs are also seen as tools for climate resilience
by providing emergency backup during electricity outages. For example, the historic
winter storm in Texas, US in 2021 left millions without power. EV owners were able to
charge their and their neighbours’ homes using an EV's onboard battery and
generators[107].

Energy Efficiency and Infrastructural Enhancements
In addition to the clear benefits to the consumer and the environment, V2G technologies
help increase the stability of the grid by coordinating charging activities, load balancing,
and effective exploitation of EV batteries[29][108]. It also helps enhance grid resiliency by
facilitating the storage of renewables, and encouraging off-peak consumption
behaviours to reduce potential load problems[27][108]. A study by OZEV and BEIS showed
that if 50% of the forecasted vehicles by 2030 were V2G enabled, up to 22 TWh of flexible
EV discharging capacity per year would be opened up which could provide
approximately 16GW of flexible capacity to the grid each day. V2Gs have the potential to
save £3.5bn per year in areas such as grid infrastructure reinforcement and generation[104].
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Environmental Sustainability
The environmental and climate benefits of mass vehicle electrification can vary
considerably by the energy mix of the grid but generally have positive carbon reductions
compared to conventional gas-powered vehicles, ranging from 10 to 24% to
62–65%[108][109]. Reduced numbers of gas-powered vehicles on the roads also lead to
lower tailpipe emissions, hence improving urban air quality and public health[168].

CONCERNS & RISKS

The integration of smart capabilities in EVs may lead to large quantities of data being
generated and captured about automobiles (e.g. geolocation data, vehicle battery
status, navigational history) and their drivers (e.g. music preferences and frequented
establishments). If misused, access to such data may increase the risks of exploitation
and further power asymmetries between consumers and data collectors[110].

Figure 7: What your car knows about you | Source: Politico

What your car knows about you[144]

“Carmakers are considering using the
technology to run ads on dashboards when
they drive by certain billboards[145], and
vehicle data brokers are already using car
data to adjust insurance rates[146].

Privacy advocates worry that if all of these
systems are entrenched before regulations
rein them in, lawmakers will have a much
more difficult time protecting people’s
information.”

Image from Gizmodo[145]

Geospatial data and charging patterns over time could be used to infer a vehicle owner’s
lifestyle patterns, day-in-life, and other protected characteristics such as an individual’s
gender and home address. While data on vehicle health and battery status could be
used to help drivers proactively locate the nearest charging stations, they could also be
misused as tools for real-time surveillance. Similar to the other technologies discussed in
this report, access to such data could result in unsolicited discriminatory pricing and
targeted marketing for other products and services. The risks associated with smart
meters could also be applicable to EVs when charged at home[77].

There are risks associated with public charging as well. Charging facilities, in addition to
vehicle and battery metadata, collect financial and personally identifiable information.
Given the current consent regime, research finds that most users are unaware of the
aggressive data collection practices employed by the operators of such facilities[111].
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Further, the coupled nature of charging networks2 (whether private or open) may expose
them to vulnerabilities; with a single privacy or security fault with one operator causing
issues for the entire network[112]. A major security concern with the EV ecosystem lies in
the diversity of such entities, their associated communication protocols and network
technologies[113]. Finally, privacy, security and safety concerns associated with integrating
IoT devices into the smart grid also find relevance in this context.

REGULATORY CONTEXT & GAPS

Acknowledging such concerns, the Office for Product Safety and Standards (OPSS)
enacted the Electric Vehicles (Smart Charge Points) Regulations in June 2022[114]. Seen as
the first comprehensive legislation to set out minimum standards for all EV charge points
in the UK, it requires all privately sold charge points to include smart functionalities and
provide consumers with accessible and easy-to-use user interfaces. Partly drawn from
the BSI’s PAS standards[115], it mandates compliance with minimum security requirements
(such as encryption, tamper-proof and user-friendly data erasure functionalities) to
ensure resilience against cyber vulnerabilities[116]. It assumes compliance with existing
regulations such as the GDPR, DPA, Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations
and even SMETS-2 through smart meter installation.

The coverage of this regulation, however, is limited as it does not apply to charge points
that are sold before 30 June 2022, rapid charge points, or public charge points[114]. It also
does not address potential equity challenges that may arise from individuals without
access to off-street parking, emergency responders or those who work night shifts to
ensure that they are not faced with price hikes due to the lack of flexibility to charge
overnight. A blanket requirement for smart functionalities without recourse also leaves
new EV owners no ability to opt out of smart charging features and the associated
collection of their personal data. Academics note that the current regulatory framework
is not able to provide privacy and security guarantees for the complex electric mobility
system which covers everything from consumers, and physical infrastructure (eg. EV
charging points and station networks) to technologies (eg. software systems)[113][117]. There
are numerous standards3 that address different parts of the ecosystem (from payment
and communication security to charging protocols) that could be harmonised to
comprehensively address sectoral concerns.

Looking into the future, the government could leverage the Automated and Electric
Vehicles Act 2018[118] to issue interventions to improve the UK's charging infrastructure,
enhance consumer protection, and push forward the Net Zero agenda.

3 International standards – ISO15118 (vehicle-grid communication interface), and ISO 27001 (information
security standards), European Network for Cyber Security (ENCS) minimum requirements, Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCIDSS), Code of Practice for consumer IoT security , and the Open Charge
Point Protocol (OCPP).

2 Networks span regionally or nationally and the largest network has over 2,000 charge points across the UK.
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Vignette 3: Accessing Geospatial Data from EVs
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3.3.4 Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS)

Global urbanisation is expected to increase the demand for sustainable urban travel[119].
Mass adoption of ICT and smart phones have given rise to new digitally-enabled
business models of transport provisions such as shared mobility services. These services
include electric scooters and bike-sharing services (such as Lime, Dott, and Tier),
carsharing services (such as Zipcar) and ride-hailing services (such as Uber, Bolt)
promoting environmentally friendly forms of transportation and prioritising access over
ownership. Digitisation of traditional public transportation has also enabled the sharing of
timetables and real-time arrivals, making it much easier for consumers to plan non-auto
centric trips more flexibly. This has led to the emergence of Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS),
which is an integrated system “that through a single online interface enables consumers
to plan, book, and pay for trips from a wide range of providers” [120]. It is a testament to a
key commitment set out in the UK Government’s Future of Mobility Industrial Strategy to
“explore ways to use data to accelerate the development of new mobility services and
enable the more effective operation” of the country’s transport system”[103].

Figure 8: Operation of a future mobility ecosystem (From the Future of Mobility: Urban
Strategy)

BENEFITS

Consumers
The key value proposition of MaaS is an integrated, convenient, and cost-effective
solution that is personalised to a consumer’s unique needs and preferences. Offering
clear choices for consumers to commute seamlessly removes multiple friction points like
ticketing and payment in a multi-modal journey. Evidence shows that the adoption of
MaaS also improves access to opportunities, especially for members of vulnerable
communities and reduces overall costs of transportation[121].
Infrastructural Enhancements
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Over time, data collected by MaaS platforms (like Citymapper[122]) about a commuter’s
preferences, travel journeys, time-of-use etc. can be used by local transportation
authorities to augment and change existing services and make more informed long-term
infrastructure and planning decisions[123]. Such information could help tailor the service
network to a community's needs and enhance customer experience[124]. For example,
aggregated information about where residents are riding bikes through the bikeshare
schemes over time could indicate to planning authorities (such as the Department of
Transport) on where to invest in safe cycling infrastructures.

Environmental Sustainability
The scalable implementation of MaaS could be effective in reducing emissions[125].
Shared mobility services and MaaS promote active, non-auto-centric transportation
options, helping reduce private vehicle ownership, vehicular miles travelled per person,
need for parking, and overall community carbon footprint[121]. In Finland, for example,
MaaS has pushed private car usage down from 40% to 20%, and reduced congestion and
emissions by increasing utilisation of the existing vehicle fleet[126]. Aggregated mobility
data from MaaS can also help provide insights on public health indicators such as air
quality levels, emission concentrations and walkability[125].

CONCERNS & RISKS

At its core, MaaS is a data platform that consumes and amasses large amounts of data
from a wide variety of sources. This includes consumer data from payment processors
and telecommunication companies (eg. payment information and location data),
business data (eg. processing fees, service records, positioning records of shared
mobility devices), and open data from public
transport operators and providers (eg.
transport time table and service locations).
Critical security and privacy issues in the
ecosystem have been documented in
academic literature[121][127[128][129]. Concerns are
seen to rise principally due to the nature of
data collected – personal identifiers such as
location and payment data that are critical
for the viability of these services.

This can be better elucidated by looking at bike rental services. Under this use case, the
service provider collects detailed information at frequent intervals from the moment a
user starts looking for the nearest bicycle, up until its completion. While this data is
essential for the platform to provide personalised services, such spatio-temporal data
are able to uniquely identify 95% of all users[127]. An investigative study of all US-based
scooter-sharing apps finds that the ability to infer an individual’s residence and workplace
by combining GPS, cellular network, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data is entirely possible[130].
With 18% of the services in this study still collecting location data when not being used,
such findings signify the need to closely investigate the risks associated with data
over-collection by MaaS platforms. The combination of MaaS data with other personal
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and non-personal data sources may result in the creation of consumer profiles that could
reveal lifestyle patterns and protective characteristics with a high degree of
accuracy[129][131].

Table 2. High-level data types associated with e-scooter services

Adapted from Vinayaga-Sureshkanth et al., 2022[130]

To create a seamless experience for their users, MaaS platforms provide single sign-ons
via Facebook or Google to facilitate account registration[128] and even offer to integrate
ride details into personal calendars. Similar to risks seen in other technologies, consumer
profiles could be misused to conduct real-time surveillance, unsolicited marketing[59],
and discriminatory pricing[132]. As the ways in which data is collected, processed, shared
and stored differs across services, the multiplicity of entities in creating a viable MaaS
platform further increases the complexity of data protection. Careful management of
data streams between entities, consistent data practices, and adequate security of
personal information would be critical to establishing a secure, safe, and reliable MaaS
system.
REGULATORY CONTEXT & GAPS
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MaaS is still a nascent concept with few operations globally[133]. While pilots in the UK
have been conducted in West Midlands and Scotland, the Department for Transport
(DfT) is committed to stimulating the development of technologies to improve mobility,
positioning the country as a global leader in this space[103] .

There exists a regulatory vacuum in MaaS given its inherent novelty. While DfT has
highlighted its commitment to developing safe and secure mobility solutions, associated
ethical considerations haven’t been addressed adequately. The Urban Mobility Strategy
does point to the CDDO’s Data Ethics Framework and the GDPR for governance, but does
not specify a clear course of action to address gaps within current guidelines or
recommend new standards for data-sharing. This translates into practice. For instance,
current technical requirements for operators in DfT’s E-scooter trials do not cover
considerations around consumer data collection or sharing[134].

Acknowledging such gaps, DfT is taking a voluntary and flexible approach through a
Code of Practice to support the growth of MaaS, cautious not to stifle innovation in this
emerging industry. The government should ensure any code includes clear guidelines on
enforcement and is adaptable to changing market conditions. Doing so will build trust
and confidence needed to support MaaS, while maintaining consumer welfare.
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3.3.5 Blockchain

Blockchain finds its most popular use-case in facilitating peer-to-peer (P2P) energy
trading[26][135], which involves consumers being able to buy and sell
domestically-produced energy from each other. An integral enabler of prosumerism, P2P
trading contributes to grid stability and resilience by helping balance community-level
energy demand with supply[35][136]. As Nesta notes, DLTs like blockchain could provide a
tenable avenue for the decentralised P2P energy market, given their ability to reduce the
involvement of intermediaries in the process[137].

P2P transactions between users are enforced through smart contracts, which are
protocols that are automatically executed when predetermined conditions for a
transaction between users are met. As smart contracts are publically available,
tamper-proof and self-enforceable[24], they are seen to drastically reduce
transaction-related costs, facilitating low-value transactions at scale[138]. Further, with
cryptographic mechanisms inherent in blockchain architectures, such solutions are seen
to provide enhanced privacy and data protection when compared to present
applications[26][139]. The distributed nature of blockchain also makes them more robust to
single-point failures, bolstering data security[26][137][139]. Additionally, embedding blockchain
functionalities into energy management devices may help enhance demand-response
mechanisms[24][139]. Energy consumption data across devices would be recorded on a
blockchain accessible to utility providers, which could be used to send signals to
appliances to consume less energy during periods of high demand. This would nullify
the need for a central communications facilitator and provide an “open platform for
metering, billing, and demand-response”[24].

Owing to such anticipated benefits in energy efficiency, cost reduction, security and
consumer empowerment, P2P trading and other blockchain applications are being
piloted globally (notably in Switzerland, France, Netherlands, Australia and the US)[35]. In
the UK, Ofgem is helping launch several P2P Trading programmes through its regulatory
sandbox[22], with Repowering London and Verv having performed the country’s first pilot
in 2018[140]. DLTs have spurred entrepreneurial innovation in the energy sector -
traditionally dominated by established energy players - with startups and social
enterprises like Prosume, Repowering London, Energy Local and others leading the way
in developing decentralised energy markets of the future[137].

CONCERNS, RISKS & GAPS

Literature indicates an inherent conflict between the nature of blockchain and its
compatibility with the current privacy paradigm. In its current form, extreme transparency
provided by the blockchain could pose the risk of highly granular metering information
being visible to all participants[24]. While permissioned blockchains (which can only be
accessible to verified participants) may help in its mitigation, such information may still
be available to users in the energy community (who might leverage energy consumption
information to name-and-shame each other), as well as energy suppliers (who might use
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this data for unsolicited marketing and price discrimination)[35]. In terms of enforcement,
the immutability property of the blockchain makes it impractical for users to exercise
certain protections of the GDPR – namely, the rights to rectification (Article 16), erasure
(Article 17) and portability (Article 20)[35]. As Rhodes notes, such losses in privacy may be
unacceptable to many consumers[24]. Embedding DLTs into existing smart meters and
consumer IoT devices is also operationally challenging as current SMETS-2 and PAS
standards are not seen to provide adequate capability for their deployment[24].

The lack of regulatory clarity extends beyond privacy and security to broader issues
around consumer protection. Literature suggests that the application of the
characteristically immutable smart contract is incompatible with the UK Contract Law,
especially in cases of open-ended agreements, changing circumstances and unforeseen
events[35]. Further, P2P energy trading is not addressed by current consumer regulations
in the UK, unlike countries like France which recently amended their contract laws to
provide additional safeguards for P2P traders[35].

The pivot to blockchain-enabled prosumerism also holds the potential to disintermediate
the energy market – with consumers and prosumers having to form direct relationships
with energy generators. With consumers essentially carrying out functions of traditional
energy suppliers under such an arrangement, they might be exposed to higher risk and
compliance burdens[35]. While novel forms of legal ownership such as energy
communities and cooperatives are seen to pave a way for the adoption of P2P trading,
further research in this area is warranted.

Such gaps, when coupled with recent cases of blockchain-enabled fraud, theft and
money laundering may result in wide trust deficits among prospective adopters[24]. Public
perception on bitcoins (a popular blockchain application) also influences consumer trust,
with a recent survey finding associating blockchain with bitcoin reducing potential uptake
in P2P trading[141]. Trust is linked to types of data processors, with the same survey finding
its interviewees more willing to participate in trading schemes if administered by local
governments over energy suppliers and community energy organisations[141]. P2P trading
also skews towards a particular demographic[141]; with pro-climate, pro-privacy, young,
tech-savvy, owners of distributed home energy solutions most keen to engage with such
schemes.

Despite promising pilots conducted across the UK, current P2P applications in the
energy sector are seen to bear high upfront costs, are time-consuming and energy
intensive[138]. In addition to the regulatory and market gaps mentioned earlier, this has
raised doubts about the current viability of deploying DLTs in the consumer energy
context[137]. Literature largely agrees on the transformative potential of DLTs in enabling
other applications such as carbon trading, emissions certificates and off-grid trading, but
advises proponents to be cognisant of its many uncertainties[24][137].



4
EXPERT INTERVIEWS & 

MULTI-CRITERIA
ANALYSIS

Leveraging the literature findings for the competing
priorities , a Multi-Criteria Analysis was undertaken to

stimulate provocative discussion using the vignettes and
gauge the state of the data ethics and Net Zero policy

ecosystem.  
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4. EXPERT INTERVIEWS & MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS

The REA reinforced the view that it is challenging and potentially counterproductive to
prescribe a mechanism to balance the benefits and risks identified in the complex
cross-section of data ethics and Net Zero. These competing considerations will continue
to exist due to the inherently differing interests of stakeholder groups across various
contexts. Thus, a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) was conducted to glean insights into such
diverse viewpoints.

Figure 9: MCA at a glance

Pertinent insights derived through quantitative and qualitative analysis via the MCA are
presented below, alongside illustrative comments from interviewees.
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Table 3: Interviewee Organisations

Stakeholder
Group SN Organisation (alphabetical order)

Academia

1 Imperial College London,Energy Futures Lab (2 interviewees)
2 University of Cambridge
3 UCL Energy Institute,Smart Energy Research Lab (2 interviewees)

Civil Society

4 Energy Systems Catapult
5 Nesta
6 Open Data Institute
7 Sustainability First
8 The Alan Turing Institute

Government
9 Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)
10 Office for National Statistics (ONS)
11 The Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (CDEI)

Industry

12 Big Clean Switch

13 Octopus Energy (Centre for Net Zero)

14 Smart DCC
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4.1 Policy Direction
The following three policy approaches were developed based on insights instilled from
the REA. It was presented to interviewees to inspire discussions regarding desired
directions of travel policy approaches could take in the future. The intent is not to
prescribe a defined set of interventions.

Table 4: Preliminary Indication of Policy Direction

Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3

Process

Increase compliance
requirements for all
authorised data

processors and third
parties.

Enable controlled system
data sharing.

Restrict data sharing to
only low resolution
consumer data.

Consumers by default
have choice and control

over their data.

Current data governance
framework remains status

quo.

Develop proportionate
risk-based frameworks that
engage with data, energy
efficiency and Net Zero.

Wide sharing of system data.

Allow controlled sharing of
high-resolution consumer

data.

Consumers have to act in
order to opt-out.

Relax existing data
governance frameworks

and promote
self-regulation.

Further strengthen
interoperability in the

energy system.

Wide sharing of system
data.

Aggregated low
resolution consumer
data is treated as

non-personal “open”
data.

Consumers have to act in
order to opt-out.

Technology

Mandate Privacy/
Security by-Design

(P/SBD) for all authorised
entities.

Support authorised entities
to integrate P/SBDs through
knowledge exchange, and

subsidy programmes.

Encourage business
innovation in the energy
market by reducing
barriers through

regulatory sandboxes,
open data platforms, etc.

People

Increased focus on
harms and risks through
mass awareness and
education campaigns.

Educate consumers on
benefits and risks, with
targeted messages

corresponding to specific
consumers groups’ values.

Educate consumers on
the potential of leveraging
data for Net Zero, with a
larger focus on benefits.
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Overall, while Approach 2 (i.e. balanced option) was
the most preferred, interviewees suggested a mix-and-match of

interventions

Observation: The majority of interviewees preferred a blend of policy approaches.

Insight: A linear heavy-handed or overly-lenient approach is not perceived to be
effective, and the most desired broad direction of travel would benefit from a blend
of interventions.

Experts’ Proposed Adjustments:
● Some experts cautioned that a heavy-handed approach, in the sense of “more

compliance and legal layers brought in”, could lead to perverse effects where
“people are less likely to consider ethics”.

● Experts highlighted potential inefficiency at the other end of the policy
spectrum, specifically on self-regulation; “self-governance is usually very slow
to get off the ground as no one really knows who’s responsible for it”, this was
supported by a related opinion, ““I don't support self regulation. that usually
ends up and it's kind of marking your own homework, never normally ends well.”

● In addressing the above, a potential solution could be to “first have data
standards before offering guiding frameworks”.

● Context-specific adjustments were emphasised as a key success factor for
implementation. Examples cited include, “streamlining of smart energy codes
for flexibility to enable small-scale trials”.
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Relatively lenient approaches was preferred by all stakeholders apart
from Government

Observation: While the more lenient approach, ie. Approach 3 was preferred by the
majority, they recognised the need for a mechanism beyond self-regulation.

Insight: Reflects contrasting interests and challenges for the government in
balancing national priorities for Net Zero, and other stakeholders’ interests.

● The urgency to advance towards Net Zero priorities played a key role in the
choices made by experts from the government group. One expert regarded
energy and climate change as a “national issue” and called for “some
mandatory aggregated data to be granted to the government”.

● Responsible analysis using data from multiple sources (e.g. “macro census
data, smart meter data”) was cited as a “strategic priority” for the UK.

● Experts highlighted the need for appropriate data regulation and criminal laws
to work in tandem to address different risks. In particular, “we need to
distinguish between issues with features of technology (through interventions like
data protection) versus a case of malicious intent (dealt through criminal law)”.

● On the likely ease of transitioning from a more stringent to a more relaxed
regime, an expert explained that “with a more restrictive and tighter but more
trustworthy system, you can liberalise further down the line, but actually it's quite
hard to go the other way.”

To gain a deeper understanding of the trade-offs considered by experts, the authors
analysed the degree of influence across the competing priorities as it relates to their
indicated policy approach preferences.
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4.2 Competing Priorities
Interviewees were asked to score the four benefits and risks in terms of how much they
each influenced their preferred policy approach. Drilling down to respective stakeholder
groups, the scoring charts reflect the spread across responses with the group’s average
indicated. For illustration, a peak reflects that the majority of the group selected
indicated this score.

Inter-Stakeholder Group Analysis

Overall, interviewees leaned slightly towards mitigating risks than
harnessing benefits

Figure 10: Degree of Influence (Overall)

Observations: A higher overall average was observed for the risks (3.7), compared
to benefits (3.5). However, the highest score was observed for Accountability.

Insight: Stakeholders’ preference for Approach 2 is nuanced by a slight lean
towards guarding against risks more than harnessing the benefits, notwithstanding
that Approach 3 (most lenient) was the preferred backup option, as highlighted
earlier.

Illustrative Comments:

● “Benefits could look different for different types of people from other sorts of
sociodemographic backgrounds and other types of contexts.”

● “Particularly the combination of data streams, it gets really tricky to manage that
balance of utility and benefit in the data compared to protecting consumers and
data privacy.”
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Overall, convergence was observed for
Privacy and Cost Reduction while the greatest score difference

was noted for Accountability and Safety & Vulnerabili ty

Figure 11: Degree of Influence (by Stakeholder Groups)

Observation: The Government group gave Accountability a full 5.0 score, revealing a
difference to the scores from other stakeholder groups (between 3.6 and 4.0). For
Safety and Vulnerability, the lowest score of 2.4 was given by Academia (2.4) while
others clustered between 3.7 and 4.3.

Insight: On the key risk of Accountability, the position of the Government is starkly
different from the remaining three stakeholder groups, which may stem from the
sheer fact that a government’s responsibility is to govern and legislate.

Observation: Convergence observed for Privacy (range 3.3 - 4.0) and Cost
Reduction (range 3.0 - 3.7).

Insight: Given the relatively aligned interests on these two considerations, these are
possible segues for CDEI to engage and obtain buy-in from stakeholders groups on
this issue.

Illustrative Comments:

● “Without accountability and privacy, it could translate to less adoption of tech and
hence less benefits from the energy efficiency angle”

● “It must be clear to the consumer or individual how their data is being used, for
what benefits and what are the implications of such sharing of data. It's really
hard to desegregate data from trust”
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Intra-Stakeholder Group Analysis

Academia was the only group to give a higher average score for
benefits over risks. Clear emphasis placed on Business Innovation

while prioritising Privacy

Academia N = 5  | Difference of 0.5 between average score for Benefits (3.7) and Risks (3.2)

Observation: The Academia considered Business Innovation and Privacy as the most
important considerations, and Data Security and Safety & Vulnerability as the least
important.

Insight: Reflects Academia’s desire for more optimistic development of regulatory
regime to enable academic research agenda and spur business innovation in the
energy sector.

Illustrative Comments in “ ”:

● Observing the trend of companies “wanting as much as possible to bury
information in the terms and conditions”, the trade-off with privacy is “without a
doubt a very high risk and high likelihood area”.

● Bearing in mind broader Net Zero objectives, more could be done to design a
governance system to better enable “academic researchers and companies
demonstrating ways to do public good to derive insights” - where “sensitive
information can still be used for public interests by trusted parties”, possibly via
an opt-out mechanism

● On maximising societal benefits through innovation, one expert highlighted
the “potential unfairness in not allowing the society to reap the benefits because
consent needs to be sought from everybody”, despite “£12 billion being poured
into smart meters”.
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● With a view to support “long-term viability” of energy-related businesses,
multiple academic experts emphasised the pressing need to strengthen
“good, trustworthy privacy rules” as means to address the existing “toothless”
penalties surrounding data leaks and unauthorised data sharing.

Hopes for 2030 - Academia

Enabling energy data access and interoperability for social welfare

● To drive optimistic development by combining health and energy data (e.g. use
smart meter data and other in-home device data to monitor the progress or
perhaps deterioration or not of those conditions like Alzheimer's).

● To advance large scale global platforms which can be commonly used (...) such
as the development of digital twins.

Harnessing energy flexibility

● To expand energy supply-side flexibility from sustainable sources (e.g. heat
electrification, wind power and EVs)

● To realise the potential of energy data to identify households in energy poverty
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Conversely, the government prioritised mitigating risks
over harnessing benefits

Government N = 3  |  Difference of 0.6 between average score for risks (4.2) and benefits (3.6)

Important note: All interviewees from the Government group are civil servants. It is
acknowledged that the outcomes of this analysis could differ should the group
include Government Ministers.

Observation: Overall, there appears to be a greater focus on managing risks,
especially on Accountability (5.0), Data Security (4.3) and Safety & Vulnerability (4.3)
where scores converged at the higher end. Of the benefits, interviewees coalesced
around the high end of the scores for Energy Efficiency (4.3).

Insight: Government’s regulatory slant remains the strongest, although the texture
could reflect the strong momentum for greater data governance in the current UK
Net Zero context. The prioritisation of energy efficiency as a key benefit reflects the
UK government’s focus to reach Net Zero by 2050.

Observation: Notably, interviewees were generally aligned for the scoring of most
factors, except for Consumer Empowerment and Cost Reduction benefits where a
high spread was observed.

Insight: Highlights potentially contrasting opinions even within the government -
possibly due to differences in roles and organisational priorities.

Illustrative Comments in “ ”:
● Experts offered different interpretations of consent in the context of Consumer

Empowerment. For instance, “did I agree to something I didn't understand” or “I
don't have any real choice in whether or not to decline consent.”, such as in
adhesive clauses.
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Hopes for 2030 - Government

Combatting misinformation to advance Net Zero objectives

● To scrutinise misinformation to better enable public participation through the use
of good data, analysis and visualisations.

● To govern the data ethics space sufficiently well such that people feel safe using
Net Zero tech to make material impact

Maximising energy data to enhance public trust and social good

● To use really good data for more visualisations to support people’s beliefs and
behaviours

● To curate for safe algorithms to reduce danger in the use of technology (e.g.
tying with ethical algorithms work by the Open Standards Board)
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Similar to the Government group, Civil Society prioritised
safeguarding against risks. However, their assessment of these risks

differed

Civil Society N = 5  |  Difference of 0.6 between average score for risks (4.0) and benefits (3.4)

Important note: All interviewees are from a specialised sub-set of the Civil Society
and we recognise that the analysis could differ should wider Civil Society groups be
included.

Observation: Unlike the Government which rated Accountability highest and
Privacy lowest, civil society regarded all four risks more equally.

Insight: This reflects a more general concern with safeguarding risks, without a
particular emphasis on any particular aspect (unlike government which heavily
prioritised Accountability)

Observation: Amongst the benefits, civil society scored starkly higher for Consumer
Empowerment (4.4) compared to the rest (lower than 3.2).

Insight: This reflects an overriding concern with empowering consumers, which
stands at odds with the remaining groups. The CDEI/ relevant agencies should thus
consider tailoring policy engagement on these two areas.

Illustrative Comments in “ ”
● In contrast to other groups (particularly Industry), the Civil Society group

advocated for greater Consumer Empowerment from an awareness
standpoint. An expert shared that, “there's never too much you can do to make
people aware about what's happening with data about them" .

● At the same time, barriers to effective Consumer Empowerment could include
the lack of access for some vulnerable groups due to reasons such as a “lack
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of digital literacy which result in consumers not making data choices
responsibly”

● In particular, addressing Safety and Vulnerability concern was seen as a
precursor to increased adoption of data-driven technologies where, “if people
don’t trust the technology and the system, they are not going to use it, the
opportunities will not be realised, hence impacting the overall performance.”

Hopes for 2030 - Civil Society

Getting data ethics right from the start

● “To no longer talk about Data ethics as its own topic anymore, it will just be part
of data governance, a data management process. That's the way it should be.”

● “To normalise [Data ethics], with everyone understanding like it contributes to the
broader business and environmental objectives.”

● “To design data-driven technology equitably, through participative approaches.”

Leveraging consumer data as a national strategic asset

● “To nudge consumers - possibly through press coverage - towards accepting
trade-offs where their demand data (currently defined as personal data) is, at an
aggregated level, a national asset for Net Zero purpose.”

● “To build critical energy data infrastructure that facilitates exploration of multiple
policy options (e.g. Digital Spine).”
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The Industry group prioritised Business Innovation while exhibiting
relatively less importance for Consumer Empowerment

Industry N = 3  |  Difference of 0.4 between average score for risks (3.7) and benefits (3.2)

Observation: Amongst the risks, Privacy was scored the highest alongside
Accountability, which is broadly similar to the trend observed for Academia.

Insight: This could reflect industry interest in protecting the privacy of consumers,
to maintain credibility as trusted institutions and places to do business. The
emphasis on Accountability also shows industry as a potential partner with the
Government on such issues.

Illustrative Comments in “ ”:

● Industry experts warned that excessive attempts to empower consumers
could overburden them and adversely impede Net Zero progress. Among
others, an expert shared that, "excessive granularity, specificity and
inclusiveness of every piece of information so they got the fullest understanding
of what's going to be done with the data actually just means that no one's going
to consent to it and that doesn't serve any of your purposes at all."

● Looking at ethics on the societal level, “in some cases, there’s more harm
involved if you’re not sharing the data”. At the moment, there is an inordinate
focus on privacy.
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Observation: Amongst all stakeholder groups, the Industry group scored Consumer
Empowerment the lowest (2.7).

Insight: Highest focus on Business Innovation (4.0) could reveal underlying
profit-motivations. Reveals opportunities for the CDEI/ relevant agencies to better
understand discrepancies.

Illustrative Comments in “ ”

● Industry experts are generally of the view that “interventions need to be more
consumer protection driven”, with one suggesting a “single repository of consent for
consumers to logon to review their consent and understand the details
underpinning it”.

● However, one expert shared the following which could reflect consumer
pragmatism, “The truth is, the majority of the public have very little interest
engaging with the energy sector. Therefore, the likelihood of wanting to engage into
the complexities of how energy data is being used is unlikely to be at the top of the
list.”

Hopes for 2030 - Industry

Provide greater ease for consumers to adjust energy consumption patterns

● To better present data (e.g. energy usage) to consumers, tailoring to their needs.

● To tap into the incredibly rich source of data that can deliver public benefit and
accelerate decarbonisation. Technology is ahead of its application at the
moment. People should be able to benefit from the whole array of low carbon
tech without having to think too hard about participating.

Accelerate the pace of harnessing energy data insights

● To more effectively transfer learning and best practices by reviewing
mechanisms deployed to address data governance and ethics in other contexts

● To validate and revalidate probabilistic data models more swiftly by accessing
granular data responsibly to achieve Net Zero objectives (e.g. unlock new
applications).

● To allow data to be put in the hands of the organisations and processes
advancing Net Zero, whilst protecting against misuse by those who don't. Some
of these data is so important we can't wait till 2030.
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4.3 Questions for Policymakers
Questions for policymakers provided by interviewees are analysed and grouped by
themes as shown below. This seeks to guide policymakers in the development of
relevant policies, and is not intended to prescribe a definitive set of interventions.

How might policymakers tailor information relating to Net Zero, customised to
the differing expectations of consumers?

On consistent and strong government signalling,

● How can policymakers convince the society that it is not the technology, but the
business of a single planet which needs to be jointly achieved by governments in
an agreed manner?

● How to have policymakers clearly articulate the societal goals we want to
achieve?

On consumer engagement,

● How can consumers be made actively aware of how their energy data is being
used, and in an easily comprehensible way?

● How can regulators really understand the actual level of customer concerns
before being overly protective?

● Could incentivisation be a way to enable consumers to willingly adopt
data-driven technologies and share their data? This moves beyond the
government's current reliance on public awareness campaigns.

● How to design policies that are consumer-centric but yet not over-reliant on
consumer engagement?

How might the UK unlock the value of data to advance Net Zero objectives
amidst countervailing factors?

On galvanising the UK towards a higher goal,

● How to align policies to strike a balance between fairness to individuals and
fairness to society? (e.g. “When the pandemic happened, policy was developed in
a different way, wasn't it? And data was used extensively within the response to
the pandemic crisis. Climate change is also a national emergency”)

On strengthening joined-up approach in the ecosystem,

● How can the government better invest in data creation, data linkage and safe,
safe curation and safe usage to more accurately measure Net Zero progress?

● Can we mandate specific data to be provided by commercial suppliers at
aggregated level, in a responsible manner? “We do struggle with data because it
lies in the hands of consumers who own it or companies. Otherwise it becomes a
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bit of an impossible dream”.

● How do we enhance the relationship between energy industry players and
government to build trust, such that future policies would appear more
palatable?

On exploring technical approaches,

● Could synthetic data and digital twins help to address data ethics risks without
introducing new and maybe greater risks? What does it mean for building
regulators’ capacity?

● How to best embed privacy protecting techniques like distributed systems and
differentiated privacy into existing technologies.

What might be the domestic and international consequences of implementing a
more restrictive governance approach in Net Zero contexts?

● How to ensure market competitiveness should the government adopt a
techno-centric approach and restrict opportunities to a small number of actors
that have resources to invest? This is a generic problem in the tech space.

● Might it be time to relook at the currently restrictive Smart Meter data access
regime? I think it is over engineered and costly. It doesn't provide a mechanism
through which organisations can trial and test new propositions without fully
integrating with this machine system boldly. This limits innovations.

● How are you evolving in your approach in the emerging digital landscape with
regards to data stewardship, partnering with the private sector and other
players?

● How can we consider both proactive transparency and reactive transparency?

● How can governance be the solution to enhancing representativeness of data
and models? New technologies need to be fed by good representative data. e.g.
biases, and communities that may not have smart homes need to be part of
policy considerations.

Leveraging the insights from the REA and MCA, the next section offers perspectives on
the potential ways forward which could be considered by the CDEI and the UK
government for a more joint-up approach in data ethics and Net Zero.



5
WAY

FORWARD
Potential interventions were distilled from findings from 

the Rapid Evidence Assessment and Multi- Criteria 
Analysis, and subsequently developed based on the 

CDEI’s operational mandate.
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5. WAY FORWARD

The benefits of data and data-driven technologies to help pave the way towards Net
Zero are significant. However, as seen in Section 3.3, their abuse or misuse is closely
related to the ethical issues of privacy, security, safety, vulnerability, and accountability.
To fully realise the benefits of data, ethical considerations must be addressed in a way
that is operationally feasible, less likely to have unintended consequences, and supports
innovation and the sustainability of a just transition to Net Zero.

This will require joint efforts by policymakers and other stakeholders, with more
specialised knowledge of technical, ethical, and human rights-related disciplines. Doing
so to develop and implement interventions that strike the right balance between
mitigating risks and amplifying the benefits of using data for decarbonisation. These
interventions will need to address not only technical and political challenges but also
issues of culture and capacity.

This section outlines potential interventions primarily identified through the REA. They
are clustered into three pillars: People & Culture, Governance, and Technology. Taking
into consideration the CDEI’s mandate and dovetailing with the ongoing efforts of
stakeholders in the ecosystem (Section 3.1 and Appendix 2), it identifies the key roles
where the CDEI could potentially lead, enable, or influence the development of these
interventions.

5.1 People & Culture

Issue
Uncertainties may accompany the introduction of data-driven technologies into the
market, leading to an increase in perceived risks and user scepticism[107]. The risk of
abuse or misuse of data-driven technologies becomes more pronounced when
consumers are not educated and unaware of the options they have about sharing data
and how sensitive such data can be[76]. As a result, a lack of public acceptance and
engagement can compromise an individual’s carbon reduction potential and the many
co-benefits of these technologies (e.g., improving quality of life). In addition, the energy
sector has experienced a high proportion of unengaged consumers over the past
years[147], signalling that technological solutionism may not be enough to achieve Net
Zero.
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Means
Trust is essential to promote data sharing and collaboration between institutions and
organisations[148]. Keeping consumers in the know is giving them the power of knowledge
to assess real risks, reduce uncertainties and make informed choices according to their
needs. Raising public awareness, fostering education, and tailoring communications are
deemed as ways of making information effectively reach the public.

How

● With increasing digitalisation, consumers are poised to assume a more active role on
the grid by becoming prosumers. As a result, they will need to be treated as a
central part of the power system[16][76], with utilities being responsible for providing
information about their role and how they can manage their consumption[76]. Greater
recognition of digitalisation and the smart grid's benefits will trigger greater
involvement of individuals in the system[76][77][149], favouring collaborative data-driven
solutions rather than nurturing a culture of risk aversion[150]. To build a lasting
relationship between utilities and consumers, it will be necessary to look at the grid
through the lens of consumers' concerns and expectations[77]. In order to achieve
consumer buy-in, utilities should proactively implement accessible privacy policies,
clearly articulating the purpose of data collection and how such information might
be processed[76].

● Participatory mechanisms can also help to understand stakeholders' different
perspectives[28], providing greater visibility to determine adequate responses. Special
attention should be paid to involving
younger generations in these
discussions[16]. The Good Energy’s Good
Future Board is an example of how the
industry can engage young people to take
an active role in shaping the energy
system.

● There is a need for interventions to increase consumer awareness, demystify
perceived risks and overcome mistrust. This can be done by publicising knowledge
about the technology, demonstrating that it is already in use and being accepted),

recruiting opinion leaders to encourage its
adoption and teach how to mitigate risks,
and building partnerships to forge positive
narratives[42]. Further, community-based
dialogues and training[42] can empower
people to share their knowledge with
each other, building community trust.
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● Finally, such interventions need to consider the unique values   and characteristics of
relevant groups, which range from vulnerable communities - extremely affected by
rising costs of energy - to those who have no interest in spending time on
energy-related issues[151]. This means that appealing to cost reduction to encourage
technology adoption might not have the same effect on individuals belonging to the
latter group as it possibly would have on the former. Studies have shown that
environmental considerations, personal values, social norms and status may
influence citizens' assessment of a technology[27]. Tailoring messages and providing
timely information proved to be effective mechanisms for fostering positive energy
consumption behaviours[152].

How can the CDEI support the ecosystem?
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5.2 Governance

Issue
Energy digitalisation is still incipient, as is its regulatory framework. Although one cannot
exclude the existence of risks (Section 3.3), certain technologies such as smart meters
are already heavily regulated, allowing access to energy data only in specific
circumstances. In contrast, other sectors capable of transforming the energy sector, such
as CIoTs, mobility and blockchain could benefit from concerted regulatory efforts that
engage specifically with decarbonisation targets. These technologies are currently
sparsely regulated through a series of protocols, standards, and legislation, which often
have limited coverage, and present provisions that conflict with the GDPR. The lack of
coordination intensifies traditional data silos and impedes interoperability. At the same
time, as data collection intensifies, it will be necessary for policymakers to prevent the
formation of new monopolies around consumer data, services and connected
devices[15][51], and the exacerbation of inequalities by targeting consumers in vulnerable
situations. The challenge lies in developing a regulatory framework that is easy to
navigate and incentivises trustworthy data sharing, mitigates risks and bolsters
responsible innovation.

Means
Iterating the regulatory regime to:

1. Promote data sharing;
2. Harmonise data standards;
3. Enable interoperability;
4. Facilitate risk assessments, where the potential for harm is high;  and
5. Reinforce accountability, to build trust.

How
● Given the many benefits of digitalisation and datafication in the Net Zero context,

there is an urge for energy data to be considered “Presumed Open”, meaning that
the default for accessibility of data would be open to closed, not the other way
around[150]. The current data protection legislation, specially related to smart
metering, needs to be relaxed to enable effective approaches to network
management[153], and to facilitate research on demand-side technologies, public
attitudes and consumer behaviour[154].

● This does not mean losing sight of data ethics. Privacy protection methods in place
in other sectors dealing with sensitive data such as banking and health can serve as
inspiration for the energy sector[29]. Conducting risk assessments, such as the
Openness Triage recommended by the Energy Digitalisation Taskforce[150], may help
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in the early identification of issues that affect consumer privacy and security so that
they can be appropriately addressed.

● Rethinking consent in energy policies will be important to ensure consumers retain
an acceptable level of control over data. Energy stakeholders share the view that
consumers should always own their data and have the right to opt-out[51]. However,
providing consent might not always be enough. If consumers are not informed that
they have the right to refuse access to their energy consumption data, and the
forwarding of detailed readings to third parties is presented as a default setting, their
consent will be meaningless[155]. In this regard, simply adopting opt-in policies seems
not to be the best alternative, as it can inhibit sharing of data. There is evidence
suggesting that default privacy options are deemed by consumers as
recommendations[29], indicating that opt-out mechanisms, provided they are not
abusive and implemented in line with GDPR principles can help energy providers to
induce data sharing. This includes the need for owners of public datasets to clarify
the terms and conditions applicable to the data[150], which links back to interventions
addressed in the People & Culture pillar.

● Incentives could be used to boost data sharing with consumer consent. The current
data exchange format does not provide sufficient incentives to determine the value
(monetary, environmentally, socially etc) being extracted from the data either for
organisations or consumers[156]. In this regard, Le Ray and Pinson suggest
remunerating consumers according to the resolution of data they agree to share,
whether through promotional tariffs or discounts[76].

● The development of a single high-level data standard establishing a framework for
interoperability, including a central data
repository or exchange method will be
key to enable data sharing among
different stakeholders and efficient
management of the generation
assets[153][156]. It will also contribute to the
emergence of new business models
and prevent consumers from being
locked into a single provider, thereby
enhancing competition[51].

● As consumer data relevant to Net Zero objectives is generated across the economy
(Section 3.3) and largely outside the purview of the energy sector, data governance
efforts must be wider and more flexible[15]. Establishing a nodal authority to
coordinate cross-sectoral data governance can help develop common principles to
ensure that sectors beyond energy are engaged in the common mission to
maximise the value of data while addressing ethical issues[15]. Inspiration could be
derived from models like the OCDS (Open Contracting Data Standard), where
technology and policy were brought together through an open and agile
approach[157].
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● To enhance public trust on these technologies, the UK must find ways of enabling
public scrutiny of, and inputs to, their deployment[158]. Making source codes available
for key components of IoT devices, can facilitate privacy and security audits by
government agencies or crowdsourcing[107]. The recently launched algorithmic
transparency standard by the CDDO is a significant step towards greater
transparency and accountability by providing means to external scrutiny [159].

How can the CDEI support the ecosystem?
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5.3 Technology

Issue:
Consumer data may contain sensitive information, which can reduce their availability and
shareability. Concerns about the way such information is handled remain, as some
features of data-driven technologies – e.g., IoT and blockchain - conflict with the rights to
data portability, erasure, and rectification provided in the GDPR (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.5).

Means:
Ensuring that the design of data-driven technologies (1) integrates privacy, security and
safety principles from the beginning and (2) facilitates greater data accessibility.

How:
● Privacy and security-enhancing techniques can be integrated to assist organisations

in complying with data protection principles and GDPR requirements[15][160]. The table
below lists some of these techniques mentioned in the literature and their respective
use cases in the energy sector:

Table 5: Technical interventions and their use cases

Technical
intervention

Use cases

Federated
Learning

Distributed algorithms based on Federated Learning can be used to
transmit a model of the consumption and generation patterns without
revealing consumer data[161].

Distributed
Ledger
Technologies

● Blockchain can be used to enable energy trading between EVs in a
manner that is reliable, secure, and trustworthy[15][161].

● Blockchain integrated with AI in the energy cloud management
system can be used to mitigate privacy and security issues[26].

● Blockchain combined with distributed databases can be used in
energy communities to enforce the ’right to rectification’ and the
’right to erasure’ in a feasible way[162].

● Blockchain-based architecture for the future Smart Grid can be
used to provide transparent and trustworthy services to
consumers[163].
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● Privacy-preserving Energy Transactions (PETra) can be used to
enable trading energy futures in a secure and verifiable manner
while preserving prosumer privacy[164].

Cloud
computing

Can be used to process and store encrypted data from smart meters
with the help of a homomorphic asymmetric key cryptosystem,
thereby protecting users’ privacy[165][166].

Differential
Privacy

Differential privacy load monitoring (DPLM) algorithms for smart meter
users can be used to ensure users’ privacy by adding noise to
accumulated energy consumption data[58][84].

Security
counter-
measures

● Encryption can be used to protect the confidentiality of
information[74].

● Authentication mechanisms can be used to validate the identity of
consumers in Advanced Metering Infrastructures (AMIs)[74].

● Availability and Jamming-Prevention Mechanisms can be used to
enhance AMI security[74].

Privacy-
enhancing
techniques

● Data Manipulation to modify smart meter data before sending it to
utility providers[74].

● Data obfuscation can be used in AMIs to mask original energy
consumption data by applying random noise or appropriate
algebraic transformation[85].

● Data anonymisation can be used in AMIs to separate an individual’s
identity from energy consumption data[85].

● Pseudonymisation can be used in smart metering data to replace
identifiable features [58].

● Homomorphic encryption can be used in smart meter data to
perform arithmetic operations on encrypted data without having to
first decrypt it[58].

Synthetic
data

Digital twins, generated by synthetic energy data can be used to:
● improve systems relating to sustainable rental accommodation[167],

and
● test and validate energy algorithms aimed at improving a

community’s energy efficiency[168].
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● Data Intermediaries can also help achieve these objectives[169]. Significant work has
been done into creating such models for responsible data sharing.
○ The Open Energy programme, for example, offers a feature that allows data

providers to set their own terms and security requirements for data use[170].
○ In the public sector, the Ofgem Data Portal and the recently launched UK Climate

Change Statistics Portal bring together valuable datasets to the key energy sector
and climate change indicators. However, much data is still sparsely and
incompletely published, making it difficult for academics, innovators, and
businesses to discover, search, and understand datasets[150]. To solve this problem
and improve data visibility in the energy sector, the Energy Data Taskforce
recommends creating a Data Catalogue with common metadata standards[150].

● Availability of complete datasets is expected to accelerate collaborative action and
innovation at scale[157]. Enabled by Digital Twins, these are increasingly being adopted
to explore the impacts of interventions in the UK's energy system[171].

How can the CDEI support the ecosystem?
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Conclusio

6. CONCLUSION

The UK’s climate leadership and impetus towards responsible data-driven innovation
uniquely position is to achieve Net Zero targets while addressing related ethical
considerations. This report is thus highly relevant and timely especially given the
cost-of-living crisis experienced worldwide following the soar in energy prices amidst
the COVID-19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine.

In alignment with project objectives, the authors analysed key data-driven technologies
through the lens of four key benefits and four risks. Leveraging insights generated
through the Rapid Evidence Assessment, experts’ insights were gathered through a
purposefully-developed Multi-Criteria Analysis which revealed competing priorities
amongst key actors in the ecosystem. This presented common interests as well as points
of divergence, which were used to provide the CDEI with an initial understanding of the
direction that collaborative governance could take in the future. Based on this and
considering the CDEI’s mandate, the authors developed potential interventions across
three pillars – People & Culture, Governance and Technology.

While the authors acknowledge that potential data ethics issues in this complex
ecosystem cannot be addressed via straightforward methods, the mixed methods
research revealed potential ways forward where the CDEI could collaborate with
ecosystem actors. This report does not intend to provide answers to all the questions,
but rather seeks to ignite necessary conversations to facilitate a just transition through
responsible innovation and consumer empowerment.
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Limitations

Balancing pragmatism and feasibility of analysis within the timeline, the authors
recognise the following limitations.

On the methods adopted, while the vignettes presented were inevitably subjective and
do not capture the full range of uncertainties about the future, they have been informed
by insights gathered from evidence reviews and initial consultations with faculty
members. Where applicable, incidents of real-life harm have been placed next to the
vignettes to reinforce credibility.

On the composition of experts consulted, while conscious efforts have been made to
achieve gender balance and an even representation across stakeholder groups, it was
challenging due to resource constraints and scheduling issues.

On the extent of expert engagement for the Multi-Criteria Analysis, the insights
gathered through the data points from the small sample size (n=16) serve as an
abstraction of reality. They do not seek to provide complete accuracy on the state of the
data ethics and Net Zero ecosystem. This process is meant to be an initial exercise in
understanding stakeholder sentiments and requires fine-tuning to elicit optimum results.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 : Rapid Evidence Assessment

[Academic Literature]
Research Question

How might stakeholders address ethical risks for consumers
in harnessing data and data-driven technologies

to achieve the UK's Net Zero objectives?

Sub-questions

1) What are the data and data-driven technologies being/or likely to be used?
2) What are the current and future ethical risks in the use of data and data-driven

technologies on the public?
3) What are the interventions to address data ethics risks identified?

Academic Databases
The following databases were selected because they align with the multidisciplinary
nature of the research. All selected databases are large bibliographic sources for
academic literature which are peer-reviewed and generate results that are transparent.

● Scopus
● Web Of Science
● ProQuest

Disciplines
● Social science
● Computer science and engineering
● Economics
● Science and technology
● Business
● Energy
● Environment
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Search Strategy
● Process adopted

○ Piloted search terms to achieve a balance between sensitivity (i.e.
retrieving high proportion of relevant articles) and specificity (i.e. retrieving
low proportion of irrelevant articles).

1. Scanned titles for indication on proportion of false positives; and
2. Adjusted terms to uncover false negatives.

○ Solicited feedback on keywords and strategy.
○ Identified a central paper and conducted ‘snowball’ search to find related

articles in reference list

● Search Syntax

Database Search Syntax

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( "technolog*"  OR  "digital*"  OR  "smart"  OR  "electric*"
OR  "appliance*"  OR  "IoT" )  AND  ( "smart data"  OR  "data"  OR
"information"  OR  "digital information" )  AND  ( "ethic*"  OR  "privacy"  OR
"barrier*"  OR  "safety"  OR  "risk*"  OR  "bias"  OR  "trust*" )  AND  (
"consumer*"  OR  "customer*"  OR  "citizen*" )  AND  ( "net-zero"  OR
"carbon neutral*"  OR  "renewable"  OR  "carbon emission*"  OR  "climate
change"  OR  "low carbon" ) AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENGI" )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENER" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENVI" )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "COMP" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "SOCI" )
OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ECON" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "BUSI"
)  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "DECI" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,
"MULT" ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2022 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR
,  2021 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2020 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,
2019 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2018 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2017
) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE ,  "English" ) )

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( "technolog*"  OR  "digital*"  OR  "smart"  OR  "electric*"
OR  "appliance*"  OR  "IoT" )  AND  ( "smart data"  OR  "data"  OR
"information"  OR  "digital information" )  AND  ( "privacy"  OR  "barrier*" OR
"ethic*"    OR  "safety"  OR  "risk*"  OR  "bias"  OR  "trust*" )  AND  (
"consumer*"  OR  "customer*"  OR  "citizen*" )  AND  ( "net-zero"  OR
"carbon neutral*"  OR  "renewable"  OR  "carbon emission*"  OR  "climate
change"  OR  "low carbon" ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENER" )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENGI" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENVI" )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "COMP" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "SOCI" )
OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "BUSI" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "DECI" )
OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ECON" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "MULT"
) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2022 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2021 )
OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2020 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2019 )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2018 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2017 ) )  AND  (
LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE ,  "English" ) )

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( "net zero"  OR  "carbon neutral*"  OR  " carbon
emission*"  OR  "low carbon"  OR  "energy transition" )  AND  ( ethic*  OR
governance  OR  secur*  OR  "data privacy"  OR  privacy  OR  safety  OR
accountab*  OR  transparen*  OR  fair*  OR  consent  OR  personal  OR
anony*  OR  confidential  OR  intimate  OR  trust  OR  risk  OR  bias  OR
harm*  OR  safe*  OR  vulnerab*  OR  barrier )  AND  ( technolog*  OR
digital*  OR  renewable  OR  smart  OR  electric*  OR  energy  OR
appliance  OR  iot  OR  "smart contract*"  OR  "smart grid" )  AND  ( "smart
data"  OR  "data sharing"  OR  data  OR  "digital information"  OR
information )  AND  ( consumer*  OR  customer*  OR  citizen*  OR  attitude
OR  issue*  OR  concern*  OR  percept*  OR  cautio*  OR  tradeoff  OR
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trade-off  OR  preserv*  OR  rights )  AND  ( polic*  OR  policy*  OR
incentiv*  OR  measure*  OR  interven*  OR  disclos* ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO (
SUBJAREA ,  "ENVI" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ENER" )  OR  LIMIT-TO
( SUBJAREA ,  "ENGI" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "COMP" )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "SOCI" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "BUSI" )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "ECON" )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "DECI" )
OR  LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "MULT" ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,
2022 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2021 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2020
)  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2019 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2018 )  OR
LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2017 ) )

Proquest ab(("technolog*" OR "digital*" OR "smart" OR "electric*" OR "appliance*" OR
"IoT")) AND ab(("smart data" OR "data" OR "information" OR "digital
information")) AND ab(("ethic*" OR "privacy" OR "barrier*" OR "safety" OR
"risk*" OR "bias" OR "trust*")) AND ab(("consumer*" OR "customer*" OR
"citizen*")) AND ab(("net-zero" OR ("carbon neutral" OR "carbon neutrality")
OR "renewable" OR ("carbon emission" OR "carbon emissions") OR
"climate change" OR "low carbon"))

Web of
Science

( "net zero"  OR  "carbon neutral*"  OR  " carbon emission*"  OR  "low
carbon"  OR  "energy transition" )  AND  ( ethic*  OR  governance  OR
secur*  OR  "data privacy"  OR  privacy  OR  safety  OR  accountab*  OR
transparen*  OR  fair*  OR  consent  OR  personal  OR  anony*  OR
confidential  OR  intimate  OR  trust  OR  risk  OR  bias  OR  harm*  OR
safe*  OR  vulnerab*  OR  barrier )  AND  ( technolog*  OR  digital*  OR
renewable  OR  smart  OR  electric*  OR  energy  OR  appliance  OR  iot
OR  "smart contract*"  OR  "smart grid" )  AND  ( "smart data"  OR  "data
sharing"  OR  data  OR  "digital information"  OR  information )  AND  (
consumer*  OR  customer*  OR  citizen*  OR  attitude  OR  issue*  OR
concern*  OR  percept*  OR  cautio*  OR  tradeoff  OR  trade-off  OR
preserv*  OR  rights )  AND  ( polic*  OR  policy*  OR  incentiv*  OR
measure*  OR  interven*  OR  disclos* )

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion ● Disciplines: Energy, Environmental Science, Social Science,
Computer Science, Economics, Business/Management,
Decision Science and Multidisciplinary

● Timeframe: Published between 2022 and 2017 (5 years)
● Methods: All types of study design and methodologies

(quantitative, qualitative, mixed-methods, other literature
reviews, case studies, notes, including theses and dissertations,
and book chapters).

Exclusion Literature which:
● are not available in English
● do not substantially discuss data/data driven technologies
● are predominantly technical or experimental
● were published before 2017 to ensure relevance to current

social-environmental context
● are context specific that is not aligned with the UK policy

context
● are not freely available
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Literature Management
● Zotero
● Rayyan.ai

Selection of studies
Firstly, studies were manually scanned by three researchers against the inclusion and
exclusion criteria at titles and abstracts. Secondly, selected studies were scanned at full
texts. As a result, a sample of 76 studies was selected to be reviewed and inserted in a
descriptive table.

Prisma chart
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Strategy for data synthesis
● Firstly, selected studies were assessed according to their relevance to the

research questions:

● Then, data were extracted from the studies and coded in a descriptive table
according to the following factors derived from the research questions: types of
data-driven technologies, benefits and opportunities, risks, and interventions.

● Throughout this research project, 34 additional academic studies were identified
through snowball search or handpicked from expert consultations. They were
reviewed for data extraction and subsequently included in the report.
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[Grey Literature]
Research Question

How might stakeholders address ethical risks for consumers
in harnessing data and data-driven technologies

to achieve the UK's Net Zero objectives?

Sub-questions

1) What are the data and data-driven technologies being/or likely to be used?

2) What are the current and future ethical risks in the use of data and data-driven
technologies on the public?

3) What are the interventions to address data ethics risks identified?

Searching Strategy
● Identifying organisations that work on Net Zero and data ethics issues.
● Search keywords in Google Search engine.
● Snowball search.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion ● Answers one or more research questions
● Addresses or includes specifically consumer facing

net-zero technologie/discussion about data or
data-driven technologies  (ie. technologies specific use to
achieve net zero, direct or indirect)

● Includes any forms of risks associated to use
● Clear mentioning of what organisation  is

overseeing/managing what aspects of consumer risk
● Includes any mentioning of intervention related to an

identified risk

Exclusion ● Analysis of net zero landscape simply in itself
● Very technical analysis of specific technologies without

inclusion of associated risks/benefits or consumer-facing
use cases

● Highly technical reviews unless specifically related to
ethics/ risks

Selection of studies
Firstly, studies were manually scanned by three researchers against the inclusion and
exclusion criteria at titles and abstracts. Secondly, selected studies were scanned at full
texts. As a result, a sample of 55 records was selected to be reviewed for data extraction.
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Prisma chart

Data Synthesis
● Data were extracted from the studies and coded in a descriptive table according

to the following factors derived from the research questions: types of data-driven
technologies, benefits and opportunities, risks, and interventions.

● Throughout this research project, 36 additional grey literature records were
identified through snowball search or handpicked from expert consultations. They
were reviewed for data extraction and subsequently included in the report.
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Appendix 2: Comprehensive Stakeholder List

Sector Organisation Description

Government
(Decision
maker)

The Department
for Digital,
Culture, Media
and Sport (DCMS)

Leading support for digital innovation and the creative
sector as well as government data strategy, policy,
security, and digital identity.

The Department
for Business,
Energy and
Industrial
Strategy (BEIS)

● Leadership in science, research, and innovation
policy, as well as policies that foster corporate
expansion, competition, and innovation;

● Instructions for registering new small-scale energy
devices; Catalogue of Projects on Energy Data
(CoPED)

The Government
Digital Service
(GDS)

Establishing and upholding standards for digital
services, encouraging the public sector to employ
emerging technologies more frequently

The National
Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC)

Providing government and business the knowledge and
resources necessary to build resilient and secure digital
systems

Government
(Regulator)

The Office of Gas
and Electricity
Markets(Ofgem)

● Trying to establish an agile regulatory environment,
in terms of data, digitalisation, and market design;

● RIIO-ED2 price control;
● Energy Data Taskforce;
● Modernising Energy: Digitalisation (MED);
● Data Best Practice Principles;
● Market-wide Half-Hourly Settlement (MHHS)

programme;
● Data and Digitalisation Strategic Change programme;
● Digitalisation Strategies and Action Plans;
● Regulatory Sandbox Repository

The Information
Commissioner’s
Office (ICO)

Defending UK data protection laws, e.g. The Data
Protection Act, Freedom of Information Act, General
Data Protection Regulation

The Office for
Statistics
Regulation (OSR)

Evaluating official statistics for adherence to the Code
of Practice for Statistics and provides reports on
systemic problems and the application of statistics

Government
(Standard
setting)

The British
Computer Society
(BCS)

Establishing and upholding standards of professional
competence, conduct, and ethical practices within the
IT industry

The British
Standards
Institute (BSI)

Establishing the industry and technological standards
that individuals dealing with data should abide by;
collaborating with the International Standards
Organisation (ISO)
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Government
(Advisor)

Centre for Data
Ethics and
Innovation (CDEI)

● Identifying regulatory loopholes or other obstacles
to positive innovation, encouraging the knowledge of
repercussions that cut across traditional industries;

● Providing regulators and policymakers with the tools
they need to handle the problems

● Examining the current governance and regulatory
frameworks and disseminating opinion, theme
reports, analysis, and an ongoing "State of The
Nation" report.

UK Data Service ● Being the greatest collection of economic, social,
and population data in the UK, with trusted access
and training for use in research and instruction.

● Providing data by different themes and types;
providing training programmes;

UK Central Digital
& Data Office

● Working on Digital, Data and Technology Strategy
and Standards, such as the Technology Code of
Practice, the Service Standard and Open Standards,
DDaT performance and assurance across
departments;

● Developing DDaT Capability, such as the DDaT pay
framework

● Creating Roadmap for digital and data, 2022 to 2025;
helping organisations in the public sector in
providing transparent information about the
algorithms they employ to support decisions.

Innovate UK UK's national innovation agency, encouraging
business-driven innovation across all fields and UK
regions.

Industry

Tech UK ● UK’s technology trade association, establishing a
network for cooperation and innovation among
government, people and  companies;

● Collaborating with members to create a thorough
policy platform with specific demands for the
government;

● Pinpointing the areas where technology may drive
development and foster creativity, discovering the
uses of emerging technologies and promoting their
adoption.

Data
Communications
Company (DCC)

● A monopoly company with Smart Meter
Communications Licence to manage the
infrastructure and rollout of smart meters in the UK.

● Regulated by Ofgem, required to disclose
information on pricing control and service quality

The Association
for Decentralised
Energy

● Representing more than 130 interested parties from
the industrial and public sectors as the top trade
association for decentralised energy.

● Providing policy proposals for the government to
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establish a national framework for implementing
energy-efficient technologies and decarbonising
heating, as well as retrofitting homes for Net Zero.

Academia

The Royal Society ● Conducting the Royal Society's Data Programme to
create legislation and foster discussion that will
enable the UK to quickly and safely reap the
expanding advantages of data science and digital
technology.

● Reviewing the requirements for a 21st-century data
governance framework with the British Academy.

Smart Energy
Research Lab
(SERL)

● Undertaking research with smart meter data.
● Conducting projects on domestic energy use; impact

of COVID-19 on energy demand; thermal efficiency
with smart meter data;  habitual energy
consumption, etc.

Energy Futures
Lab

● Improving systemic solutions and energy innovation,
encouraging cooperation with different partners.

● Offering daytime research seminars for energy
researchers and other stakeholders.

UCL Energy
Institute

● Conducting research, and policy support on the
issues of energy security and climate change.

● Bringing different perspectives for energy demand
and systems research, discover the relationship
between energy systems and economics,
engineering, policy, transportation, etc.

Energy REV A consortium of academics to maximise the potential of
local energy systems. Relevant efforts include:
● Whitepapers and position papers that reveal

significant insights and lessons pertinent to the SLES
journey;

● Workshops and occasions intended to educate,
motivate, and support change;

● Models, information, and resources that can be used
in practise;

● Innovation and developments in academia.

Civil Society

Ada Lovelace
Institute

Undertaking three related programmes:
● Ethics and accountability in practice;
● Public sector use of data and algorithms;
● Ethics and accountability in practice to ensure AI and

other data-driven technologies work for public
interest.

Open Data
Institute (ODI)

● Collaborating with the government and businesses
to create a reliable, open data environment.

● Owning a data strategy to harness data power while
avoiding harm and has created Data Ethics Canvas to
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help manage ethical issues.

The Alan Turing
Institute

● Creating a Data ethics Group to lead research on
ethical and societal implications of data(research
priority).

● Working with Privacy, Agency and Trust in Human-AI
Ecosystems

Energy Systems
Catapult

Offering technical, commercial and policy expertise for
energy system innovation. Two priorities:
● Supporting Innovators to Commercialise; helping the

design and delivery of the future energy system
through whole system modelling and other
innovative approaches.

● New report “Trialling with Disabled Consumers”
guides energy innovation to be inclusive with the
vulnerable groups.

Citizens Advice ● Creating “consumer helpline” to provide advice on
consumer rights;

● providing guidance on smart meters installation,
monitoring and potential risks.

* This table is not exhaustive. The organisations and their main priority and work identified above are
based on the Rapid Evidence Assessment and snowball research for CDEI further research and
collaboration.
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Appendix 3: Morphological Analysis as a Precursor to Vignettes
Building on the key parameters distilled from the Rapid Evidence Assessment, the
morphological analysis[177] was utilised to structure scenarios for individual consumers,
with a view to facilitate a deeper understanding of the trade-offs between benefits and
risks associated with the use of data and data-driven technologies to achieve UK’s Net
Zero targets by 2050. This serves as a precursor to the development of vignettes.

Figure 12: Illustration of morphological analysis process undertaken by team

The authors recognise that the parameters are, by no means, exhaustive given that they
are anchored on the research conducted for this novel topic.

Figure 13: Pictorial summary of creative vignettes developed by team
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Appendix 4: Organisations Engaged for Interview and MCA

16 Individuals were interviewed across the following 14 organisations/ institutes.

Stakeholder Group SN Organisation*

Academia

1 Imperial College London,Energy Futures Lab (2 interviewees)
2 University of Cambridge

3
UCL Energy Institute (Smart Energy Research Lab)
(2 interviewees)

Civil Society

4 Energy Systems Catapult
5 Nesta
6 Open Data Institute
7 Sustainability First
8 The Alan Turing Institute

Government
9

Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS)

10 Office for National Statistics (ONS)
11 The Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (CDEI)

Industry
12 Big Clean Switch
13 Octopus Energy (Centre for Net Zero)
14 Smart Data Communications Company (DCC)
* Alphabetical order
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Appendix 5 : Interview and MCA Process

Pre-interview guide

In order to balance the requirement for providing project context and the risk of shaping
preconceived ideas about the research by interviewees,the research team shared only
an introductory one-pager and the agenda before the interview.

Figure 14: Introductory one-page

To elicit thoughts over the broader scope,the interviewees were sent the following
question "What are the questions you would like policymakers to be cognisant of when
developing policy approaches on data ethics and Net Zero?" which was then discussed
during the course of the interview.
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Appendix 6 : Presentation Deck for Interview & MCA
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Appendix 7: Mentimeter Interface for interviewees
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Appendix 8: Coding for Interview and MCA

The research team identified 7 key dimensions which are as follows :
1) Understanding of data ethics;
2) Benefits;
3) Risks/Data ethics considerations;
4) Knowledge gaps/unknowns
5) Interventions;
6) Questions for policymakers’ consideration;
7) Hopes for 2030 in the context of Net Zero ecosystem;and

The interviewees’ responses were then qualitatively coded across the above-mentioned
dimensions to ensure alignment with the team's research questions.This qualitative
coding involved identifying general themes,similarities and differences across the four
stakeholder groups.This was an essential exercise to aid the analysis of the competing
priorities and trade-offs considered by different stakeholder groups.

The coding was an iterative process guided by the inductive interview conducted with
the experts. The coding was a three-tiered process which involved :

● Colour coding each expert and their comments to ensure anonymity and
minimise bias.

● Extracting information across the 7 pre-identified dimensions.
● Assigning subcodes for specific data-driven technologies (i.e. Consumer IoT,

Smart Meter, Electric Mobility, MaaS and Blockchain) for ease of incorporation
within the report, where relevant.

Figure 15: Illustrative Coding Sheet
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